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FOREWORD 
NASA experience has indicated a need for uniform criteria for the design of space vehicles. 
Accordingly, criteria have been developed in the following areas of technology: 
Environment 
Structures 
Guidance and Control 
Chemical Propulsion 
Individual components of this work are issued as separate monographs as soon as they are 
completed. A list of all monographs published in this serlcs can be found on the last pages of  
this monograph. 
These monographs are to  be regarded as guides to  design and not tis NASA requirements, 
except as may be specified in formal project specifications. It is expected. however, that the 
monographs will be used to  develop requirements for specific projects and be cited as the 
applicable documents in miscion studies. or in contracts for the design and development of  
space vehicle systems. 
This revised monograph replaces an earlier version, Mars Surface Models ( 1968). The first 
draft of the revision was prepared under the cognizance of Marshall Space Flight Center. 
Subsequently, it was completed nnder the auspices of Goddard Space Flight Center. The 
principal author in both phases of the work was Dr. R. E. Hutton of TRW Systems: the 
program coordinator was S. A. Mills of Goddard Space Flight Center. 
Comments concerning the technical content of these monographs will be welcomed by the 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Goddard Space Flight Center, Systems 
Reliability 1)irectorate. Greenbelt, Maryland 2077 1 .  
September 1975 
For sale by the National Technical Information Service 
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SURFACE MODELS OF MARS (1975) 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Engineering models of Martian surface properties are needed for mission planning and for 
the design of landing and exploration vehicles. Of paramount concern are those properties 
that have the greatest influence on landing safety. Typical properties of concern include 
local slope, roughness, and the mechanical properties of the soil at  the touchdown site. The 
scientific objectives for a particular mission, however, may cause other surface properties to  
have equal importance in selection of a landing site. For  example, if a primary mission 
objective includes the detection of biological life, mission planners must strive t o  select 
landing sites where biological life is most likely t o  be found. As a result, other items of 
paramount ccwern  might include the abundance of water, variable features, atmospheric 
constituent<. ur the thermal environment at  candidate landing sites. For models of the 
Martian atmosphere to  use in .onjunction with this monograph, NASA SP-8010 (Revision 
of 1974) should be consulted. 
Additional surface propertics of interest i ~ c l u d e  crater and block distribution because of 
their influence on landing safety and In rhe ability of a roving vehicle to  move o w  tt.e 
Martian surface. Atmospheric properties (such i t  pressure, density, and wind) are needed in 
designing a parachute landing system. O p t i c ~ l  models are needed for the design of camera 
systems, and in the case of a manned landing, for assessing the capability of the crew to see 
landing site x e s  during approach, or to detect obstacles during the terminal landing phase. 
Additional surface models of interest include the dieiectric and loss tangent needed in the 
design of radar systems a.ld thermal properties needed in the design of the spacecraft 
thermal control system. 
Although current knowledge of many of these surface properties is incomplete and uncer- 
tain, this monograph attempts to provide best estimates of engineering surface models based 
o n  1974 state of the art. The monograph updates an earlier monograph (rcf.  I )  based o n  
1968 state of the art which reflected data obtained from Mariner 4. This version makes use 
of additional Mars information provided by Mariners 6, 7. and 9 ;  Russian Mars probes; and 
photographic and radar observations conducted from Earth since 1968. Wlien surface prop- 
erties have not been observed or have not been measured for an area of the wrface small 
enough t o  be related to vehicle surface operations, the available knowlcdge has been ex- 
tended by means of Earth and Martian analogies. Such inferences are subject to  the inherent 
uncertainty involved in thc use of analogy. 
2. STATE OF THE ART 
Obserrations of Mars from Earth-based radar, high flying aircraft, rockets, and spacecraft 
have brought substantial advancements to  man's understanding of Mars during the last 
decade. Instruments aboard Mariner spacecraft have provided scientific data from obscrva- 
tions made near the planet. Television pictures transmitted from the Mariner spacecraft 
improved the surface resolution by orders of magnitude over that from the Earth-based 
picturps which had resolutions to  about 100 t o  300  km (62  to  124 miles). A relatively 
close-up reconnaissance swath across the surface of Mars by Mariner 4 ( 1964-1965) at a 
minimum altitude of 9844 km (61 18 miles) provided pictures of about onc percent of the 
Martian surface. Mariners 6 and 7 ( 1069) also were flyby missions with Mariner 6 passing 
within 3341 km ( 2  131 miles) and Mariner 7 passing within 3430 km (2130  miles) of the 
surface. Mariners 6 and 7 provided data covering about 20 percent of the surface. The best 
surface resolution obtained by Mariner 4. 0 ,  and 7 pictures was about 300 m for the narrow 
angle and 3 km for the wide angle cameras. 
Mariner 9 ( 1971). unlike the flyby missions of Mariners 4, 6,  and 7, was placed in orbit 
about Mars with a periapsis altitude of about 1390 km (850  miles). The spacecraft provided 
data for almost 3 year and transmitted more than 7300 pictures which showed the entire 
planet at a resolution of about 1 to  3 kni and about 1 t o  2 percent of the planet at a 
resolution o f  100 t o  100 m. During the 197 1 opposition, Russian probes (Mars 7 and 3 also 
provided data recorded from orbit about Mars. 
Before the advent of  space vehicles all knowledge of Mars was derived from Earth-based 
observations made by teiescopes, radar, and r;:dio telescopes. Such observations continue t o  
advance man's understanding of Mars. Prior t o  1969 Earth-based photographic studies of 
temporal changes in the atmosphere and surface features of the planets had been hindered 
by the discontinuous nature of the available data. This was particularly severe in the case of 
Mars because any single observatory sees essentially the srnle Martian face for several nights 
in succession. To  avoid this difficulty, a cooperative program amcing eight observatories 
located around the Earth was established in 1969 and coordinated by the Planetary Ke- 
search Center at Lowell Observatory where all photographs from the global network ot 
observatories are processed and stored and available for study by qualified inve~tigators (ref. 
2 ). 
2.1 Observation of Mars 
Man's first understanding of  Mars and its surface properties was deduced from Earth-bdsed 
observations of the Sun's radiation after being reflected o r  rermitted from Mars. Over most 
of the electromagnetic spectrum, the Earth's atmosphere is opaque, o r  nearly so, and surface 
observations are only possible over c e r t r n  wavelength ranges. The two most important 
windows occur in the visible band from about 0 .4  to  C.8 p m  and in the radio band from 
about 1 cm t o  1 0  m. These rsdio band limits arc set on the long wavelength side by 
ionospheric attenuation and on tbte short wavelength side by absorption in atmospheric 
gases. 
Observations of radiation reaching Earth are made with a variety of in!iruments, each of 
which is responsive t o  portions of the total radiation spectrum received on Earth. For 
example, the determination of Martian surface !emperaturcs is made from measurements 
that incorporate filters which pass energy in the wavelengths range 7 to  13 pm 
Photometric observations are generally made over a wavelength band extending from the 
ultraviolet through the visual range and into the infrared. Such observations 1.rovide albedo 
measurements over the planet disk that are sometimes interpreted in terms of properties of  
the w r h c e  ni;~terial. Martian surface information is also deduced from a decomposition of 
the r;c.diation into its spectrum by spectropliotometric techniques and by polari~netric tech- 
niques from the polarization of the sunlight after its reflection and emission from Mars. 
Some conclusions deduced from Martian observational data have been fo t~nd  to  be errone- 
ous. For as Opik (ref. 3) points out ,  optical and radio observations of planets are often 
ambiguous and lead to contrary conclusions by different observers. One example cited to 
corroborate this contention concerns the 3.6 pni band in the infrared spectrum. The bands 
were originally attributed t o  heavy water o n  Mars but were lzter found to be caused by 
heavy water in the Earth's atmosphere. 
2.1.1 Telescopic Methods 
The best opportunities for telescopic observations of Mars occur at intervals of about 26 
months when Earth and Mars are closest t o  one another (near opposition). The collection of 
photographic data showing details of the Martian surface is limited by the effective optical 
resolution of available telescopes. In large Earth-based telescopes, the rcsolution is usually 
limited by optical path differences caused by rapidly changing local irregularities in the 
Earth's atmosphere (called "seeing," ref. 4). 
Until recently the study of large scale atmospheric ihangcs and temporal changes in surface 
features was h m p e r e d  by the lack of uninterri~pted imaging showing day-to-day and hour- 
to-hour changes on Mars. The coordinated program e.;tablished by the International Plane- 
tary Patrol Program in 1969 (ref. 7 )  now provides uninterrupted viewing of Mars during 
periods near opposition. Although these observations are not at a resolution afforded by 
spacecraft observations. they have the advantage that all faces of the planet are observed 
daily with only gradual changes in lighting and viewing angles. Such photographic data have 
permitted the detection of subtle changes in albedo or  coloration that were 1 1 i i s ~ ~ ~ l  in 
existing spacecraft observational data. 
7.1.1.1 Areographic Observations 
Since the invention of the telescope, astronomers have observed gross markings a n  the 
Martian surface. Because of uncertainties in the physical ephemeris elements, a comparison 
of the position of  the same Martian features with different maps may show vxiations in the 
location of  up to 600 km (ref. 5 ) .  For the c.rll.r;ll. apparently stable,, dark areograp1:ic 
reference standard, such as the Juventae Fons feature with n dimension of 180 kni by 130 
km, the statistically refined location of its center was still in error by about 40 km. Because 
dark aleas disappear at different times of the year (ref'. 6). the location of the dark-bright 
area bourdary had been most uncertain. An obscuring violet atmospheric layer caused 
additional difficulty in determirling fcature boundaries. 
Improved Martian maps have been prepare(! a t  the Planetary Research Center. Lowell Obser- 
vatory, with photographs obtained by the Planetary Patrol Program (ref. 7 ) .  Photographs 
obtained by Mariner 9 currently are being used to prepare vastly improved maps of Mars 
(ref. 8). The photographs have a resolution limit some two orders of magnitude smaller than 
the best Earth-based telescopic photographs. Large-scale ( 1 :5,000,000) maps prepared by 
the Astrogeology Branch of the United States Geological Survey (topography) and the 
Astronorny Department of the University of Texas (albedo) require commensurate improve- 
ment in the areographic coordinates t o  locate features on the surface of Mars. Maps distrib- 
uted before 1972 were generally consistent with American Ephemeris system. Reference 8 
describes a new Mars-centered system developed by the Geodesy-Cartography Group of the 
Mariner 9 Television Team proposed for future maps. The same reference reviews the 
original selection of the prime meridian (0' longitude) established in 1877 and its evolution 
over the years. The proposed prime meridian is close t o  the original prime meridian and is 
defined as passing through the center of about a 500 meter crater called "Airy-Ow found 
within a large distinctive crater called "Airy." It is believed that the center of the crater ( the 
prime meridian) will be defined within about 10 m. 
Davies and Arthur (rer. 9 )  present results for primary and secondary triangulation of the 
Martian surface on the basis of Mariner 9 photography. A review of available Martian maps 
and those in preparation by the United States Geological Survey is given in reference 10. A 
preliminary albedo chart of the south polar region is given in reference 1 1 where the albedo 
markings range from about 0.03 t o  0.04 for the dark spots to  about 0.10 to  0.12 for the 
lightest areas. 
9,. 1.1.2 Polarimetric Observations 
Planetary polarimetry provides an independent source of compositional and micro-structural 
variations occurring on the surface of Mars. Extensive polarimetric investigations of Mars 
have been performed by Ilollfus (refs. 17, 13, and 14)  and Focas (ref. 6 )  who employed a 
Lyot polarimeter that allowed measurements of the degree of polarization from various 
bright and dark surfaces. 
2.1.1.3 Photometric Observations 
Many photometric experiments have been conducted to  detcrn~inc the surface albcdo of 
Mars. The most quoted average spherical a!bedo for light of 5500 Angstroms wavelength is 
0.15') (ref. 5).  Often the reflected spectral pattern is interpreted in terms of composition of 
the surface material. 
2.1.1.4 Radiometric Observations 
Radiometric observations are generally obtained in the infrared or microwave spectral 
regions. Kellerman (ref.  15)  points out there is an important dift'erc,ice between the infrared 
and radio techniques that are used to determine planetary temperatures. Infrared techniques 
generally use bolorneters whose responw is proportional to  the total energy rece~ved m d  
indicate surface temperatures that are insensitive to  surface pressure gradients. Temperatures 
determined by radio wave techniques correspor~d tu the temperature at depths below the 
snrface thzt vary according t o  the electrical conductivity and the index of refraction of the 
surface material. 
Earth-based measurements generally fall into two geometric categories; mean temperatures 
of the total planetary disk and temperatures of specific regions with dinlensions in the order 
of 1/36 the planetary diameter. The best resolution has been better than 100 km which was 
provided by Mariner 9 (ref. 16). 
2.1.1.5 Spectrophotometric Observations 
The spectrum of reflected light from the Martian surface has been studied to  deduce Ihe 
chemical composition of the atmosphere and surface material. De Vaucouleurs (ref. 17) 
points out that the infrared bands of carbon dioxide near 1.6 and 2.0 pm were first detected 
by Kuiper in the infrared spectrum of Mars. Spectral data extending from the ultraviolet to  
the infrared region (0.3 to  4.0 pm)  have been studied t o  determine Martian surface proper- 
ties (ref. 18). 
2.1.2 Radar Observations 
In radar ranging the total time required for the radar signal t o  travel t o  and from Mars is 
measured. Variations in transit times are associated with differences in the radar path 
lengths which are assumed t o  show differences in Martian surface elevation after correction 
for the gross motion of the planet. 
Radar observations give estimates along the subradar ground track of  surface roughness in 
terms of the Root Mean Square (RMS) of  thc slope frequency distribution and surface 
elevation variations. RMS slopes are deduced troni spectral width of the echo. whereas 
surface elevation variations are based on time delay measurements. Dielectric constants of 
the surface material are inferred from the radar cross section (related t o  reflectivity) which 
is obtained from the total power in the echo. The accuracy of the dielectric constant 
estimates is still very much an open question. More detailed discussions of radar obscwa- 
tions and mathematical formulatioiis are given in reference 20. 
During each opposition since 1963, radar obscwations of Mars have been made by at lcast 
one among three groups in the United States and one group in the Soviet Union. The United 
States obscwatories (Goldstone, Haystack atid Arecibo) provided measurements over the 3.8 
t o  70 cm range. During a night of observations. the ground radar track follows ricarly a 
constant Martian latitude over a range of longitltde that is ii tunction of the observatory. 
Typical longitudinal covcrages at  Goldstone and flaystack encompass 100 dcgrces, the best 
at  Haystack 180 degrees, and best at Arecibo 4 0  degrees. Variations of the ground track 
latitude during the oppositions of 1963, 1965, 1967, 1969, arid 197 1 are shown in figure 3 
in reference 19. 
References 21 through 29 tell of various studies of radar results from !963 to  1973. 
References 30. 3 1 .  and 3 2  investigate posible  correlations of dark and bright areas with 
altitude differences. It appears now that any apparent corre!ation among albedo, altitude, 
and radar behavior lound in earlier studies may have been fortuitous. As mdar data have 
become better. these correlation investigations seem t o  have been at-amlotled. 
Recent topographic estimates from combined radar. Mariner 0 occt!ltation. spectral, and 
optit.iil results are given in section 2.3 .q .  1 .  
2.1.3 Martian Probes 
2.1.3.1 Mariner 4 
The Manner 4 ~pacecraft  flew within about 9850  km of the south pole surface in 1964. 
Primary objectives of the mission were to  conduct a close-up television reconnaissance of 
Mars and to  perform certain field and particle measurements in interplanetary space and in 
the i m m ~ d i a t e  vicinity o f  the planet (refs. 33, 34, and 35). 
The  major scientific findings consisted of an indicated upper l i m ~ t  on the magnetic moment 
of Mars of 0.003 times that of Earth, a surface atmospheric pressure between 0.005 and 
0.01 t i w s  that of Earth, and a cumulative crater distribution between that of the Lunar 
Maria and Uplands. In addition, the Martian craters were found to be more shallow than the 
lunar craters (refs. 33  and 34). 
2.1.3.2 Mariners 6 and 7 
Mariners 6 and 7 flew past Mars durins the Mariner Mars 1969 mission with the following 
scientit!: cxperiments: ( 1 television, ( 7 )  infrared spectroscopy, ( 3 )  infrared radiometry, (4 )  
ultraviolet spectroscopy, ( 5 )  S-band occultation, ; ~ n d  ( 6 )  celestial mechanics. 
The television experiment obtained data about crater sizes and slopes and other topographi- 
cal information. 
The infrared spectroscopy experiment obtained spectra data ar wavelengths from 1 .V  to 
14.3 pm. These data were used t o  deduce surface topography, temperature, and the con- 
stituents and pressure of the Martian atmosphere. 
The infrared radio~neter experiment was designed to  obtain radiation from the Mars surf;ice 
by excluding atmospheric gaseous absorption from the Martim radiation. Pass bands in the 
two cl?annds were 8.5 t o  12.4 p m  and 18  t o  25 pm. Surface temperature mcasurcmc~lts 
matle by the instrument were at an areal scale about 10 times finer than obtainable from 
Earth. 
The ultraviolet spectroscopy experiment measured emissions from the sunlit atmosphcrc 
above the limb of Mars over the wavelength rangc from 1 I00 to 4300 A .  
The S-band occultation experiment provided radio occultation data as each spacecraft 
moved behind Mars. The ingress and egress data were used to  ueduce tile altitude, variatio~l 
of atmospheric pressure. and temperature at  the occultation points. Errors in the atmo- 
spheric properties determinations arose from uncertainties in the Mariner orbital paths, the 
nominal shape of Mars, and the composition of  the Martian atmosphere (primarily the 
percent of C02 1. 
Data provided by the celestial mechanics experiment were used to  upgrade estimates of the 
EarthIMoon mass ratio and the product o f  the universal constant of gravitation G and the 
Martian mass M. 
2.1.3.3 Mariner 9 
Mariner 9 was placed in orbit about Mars during the Mariner-Mars 197 1 mission to  perform 
the same six scientific experiments conducted by Mariners 6 and 7. At the spacecraft's 
arrival on 14 November 197 1, a planet-wide dust storm of unusual intensity was in progress. 
Although the storm delayed most planned experiments, it provided an unparalleled oppor- 
tunity to  e x ~ ~ m i n e  the dust storm. The delay also allowed more scientific investigation of the 
Martian satellites Phohos and Deimos than planned. 
On 22 September 1971 (before arrival of Mariner 9 )  Earth-based observers noted the devel- 
opment of a bright yellow cloud in the midsouthern latitudes of Mars over Noachis. In a 
little more than two weeks the cloud spread over the rest of the planet. Television pictures 
taken by Mariner 9 from an orbit with a periapsis altitude of 1387 km verifi, d the planet- 
wide obscu,.ation which was confirmed by the infrared spectroscopy, infrared radiometry, 
ultraviolet spectrometer experiment, and the S-band occultation experiments. 
Data from Marinx Y experiments showed that the sur fxe  of Mars is geochemically differenti- 
ated (ref. 36)  and has extensive volcanic terrains. The surface was found heavily cratered in 
places, considerably croded wid blanketed by aeolian sediment, and locally eroded by water. 
Mariner 9 data have been the primary source for the upgraded surface models presented here. 
2.1.3.4 Mars 2 and 3 
During 1971 Mars 3 and 3 were launched by the USSR and placed in orbit at periapsis 
altitudes of 1380 and 1530 km. Mars 3 also had a lander stage which separated from the 
orbiter stage and made a soft landing. Signals from the lander suddenly terminated 20 
seconds after landing, thereby eliminating the possibility of transmitting data from the 
surface. The Mars 2 and 3 orbiters carried optical and radio instruments to study the surface 
and lower a i ~ i i ~ ~ p h ~ r ~ .  Instruments inc!uded an infrared radiometer for measuring bright- 
ness temperatures in the 8 to 40  pm wavelmgth range, a 3.37 cm microwave radiometer for 
measuring radio emissions from Mars to  determine the temperature and dielectric constant 
of the top 30  to  50 cm of the surface, an infrared photometer to determine surface 
elevations from the absorption intensity of CO, ,  an infr red polarized photometer for the 
determination of water vapor c o ~ t e n t  along the optical path and a photometer to measure 
the brightness distributions of the surface and atmosphere in five narrov! spectral ranges in 
the visible zone of the spectrum from C.36 to  0.60 pm, a four channel ultraviolet photom- 
eter to  measure diffuse ultraviolet radiation in the upper atmosphere of Mars, and two 
television cameras naving 26' and 5'40' field of views. 
2.2 Physical Properties of a Spherical Mars 
Many of the quantitative descriptions of Martian physical properties have not bcen changed 
significantly by spacecraft explorations conducted thus far. The method for their determina- 
t i m  and the values presented in this nmograph are taken mainly from Michaux and 
Newburn (ref. 19). Nominal properties for homogeneous spherical Mars including average 
radius, average mass density, escape velocity, nominal gravitational acceleration. and other 
parameters are presented in section 3.1. 
2.3 Surface Propevties 
2.3.1 Atmosphere 
NASA SP-8010 (Models of the Mars Atmosphere ( 1974), Revision of December 1974) givcs 
atmospheric parameteis t rom the surface upward. 
2.3.1.1 Composition 
Observations of haze and clouds surrounding Mars for the past century and a half provided 
ample evidence of the cxistence of a Martian atmosphere. F v t h e r  evidence is provided in 
comparisons of photographs taken in red and blue light. The . ;ii rays penetrate the Martian 
atmosphere and reveal surface markings. Photographs taken in blue and violet light generally 
show a featureless surface except for 2 bright cap at the pole. The blue photographs 
primarily show the outer atnlospheric shell surrountiing the planet. Occasionally, the 
atmosphere clears and photographs taken with blue or violet filters show almost as much 
detail as with red filters (ref. 3 1 ). Such rare occasions are called blue clearings. 
Spectroscopic studies of Mars over more than 80  years have provided upper limits on the 
abundance of constituent gases but gave no  conclusive evidence on composition. In 1946, 
however, comparisons of infrared spectrum of sunlight reflected from the Moor .vith that 
from Mars led Kuipcr to  conclude that carbon dioxide was present (ref. 31 1. In 103 1. D. 
Kaplan, G. Munch, and H. Spinrad obtained spectroscopic proof that water vapor existed in 
the Martian atmosphere (ref. 3 1 ). 
The infrared spectrometers on Mariners 6 and 7 gave information on overall atmospheric 
abuni!:inces (ref. 37) and established C 0 2 ,  CO, and H, 0 as three of the constituents. Data 
from the S-band occultation experiment were reduced by assuming the l ltrtian atmosphere 
contained 90  percent carbon dioxide. Data obtained by Mars 9 and 3, howevcr, Icd the 
Soviets t o  conclude that 30 to  40% of the atmosphere may be argon. This order of abun- 
dance for argon or  some other inert gas is considered reasonable by Viking Project members. 
Owen and Sagan (rcf. 38) give estimates of the minor constituents of !he Martian 
atmosphere which were deduced from ultraviole! spectroscopy data from the Orbiting 
Astronomical Observatory. 'I'hc data faintly indicated atmospheric structure in the 3200 to 
3600 Angstrom region, but there was no convincing evidence of absorption anywhere in the 
spectrum. The data were reported t o  bc consistent with a pure Rayleigh atmosphere of 
carbon dioxide at a surface pressure of about 5.5 mb. 
Temperature protile\ are deduced from the Mariner 9 infrared spectroscopy experiment in 
reference 39 which ~ i v e s  c u n w  that show the relationship among pressure, tenperature, and 
altitude for the 667 cm-' ( 5 0  pm) CO, absorption band with a pure CO, atmosphere. 
Profiles are shown for the Hellas, Sinai, and the south polar regions. Additional temperatdre 
profiles for the polar regions that are deduced by Conrath et al. from the 667 cm-' (50 pm) 
C02 absorption band are presented in reference 40. Also shown on the profiles are surface 
temperatures derived from the 400 sm- '  (25 pm) region of th: spectrum. The results 
indicate the TZS kmperatures (25 pm band) are generally lower than the T,, temperatures 
(50 pm band). For example, in the south polar region the surface brightness temperatures 
T,, and T,, were 155°K and about 1 8S°K, respectively 
2.3.1.3 Water Content 
The two theories concerning the polar caps, the ice cap theory and the dry ice theory, were 
investigattd in reference 41. The earlier ice cap theory held that the polar caps were similar 
to the Arctic ice fields on Earth. Subsequently, Mariner 4 data indicated the surface pressure 
to be about 10 mb (much lower than eailier estimates) and that the principal component of 
the atmosphere was C 0 2 .  This strongly supported the dry ice theory because ground 
temperatures associated with the lower surface pressure were estimated t o  drop below the 
freezing point of C02 (146.4"K). However, Miyamoto and Hattori (ref. 41) reported in 
1968 that the dark wave and cloud distribution seems to  fit the old ice cap theory better. 
By taking into account the greenhouse effect of water vapor, they concluded that the 
ground temperature was above the freezing point of C02 even in the winter polar region. 
They proposed that water vapor (a minor constituent of the atmosphere) was an important 
agent which gave rise t o  air currents through the absorption of long wave radiation. Wadc 
and De Wys (ref. 42)  discuss the possibie presence of C02  and Hz 0 in the liquid, solid, o r  
vapor phases according to the type of Martian topographic features. Observations of Mars in 
1969 at the McDonald Observatory provided high-resolution spectra that confirmed the 
existence of water vapor in the atmosphere (ref. 43). 
The most definitive water vapor information has bezn provided by the Mnriner 9 Infrared 
Spectroscopy Experiment (IRIS) which gave conclusive evidence of the existence of water 
vapor in the Martian atmosphere (refs. 40 and 44). The IRIS instrument measures radiation 
that originates from the surface and from atmospheric gases and aerosols. From these 
thermal emission data, surface and atmospheric temperatures, composition, and total C02 
in the atmospheric column are retrieved if the spectral resolution is less than 5 cm-' to  
permit the detection of details in the contours of gaseous absorption bands. 
IRIS data shov.:d numerous rotational lines of water vapcjr throughout the range from 250 
to 500 cn-1-' . Strong seasonal variations in water vapor distribution were detected over both 
polar caps. The highest vapor content was 20 to 30  precipitable pm over the north polar cap 
during northern spring. A slight decrease occurred as the ectrained dust settled during the 
final stages of the dust storm, probably because of water vapor absorbed by the suspended 
dust. Then, with increasing surface temperatures some of the water vapor absorbed by the 
dust would be returned to the atmosphere. IRIS data recorded over Tharsis Ridge agreed 
best with theoretical spectra that were based on water ice clouds composed of particles with 
a mean radius of 2.0 pm and an integrated cloud mass of 5 X lo- '  g/cm2 (ref. 45). 
Evidence of bound water was also shown in the reflectivity measurements made in the 2.0 
to 4.0 pm band from h ~ g h  flying aircraft in 1971 (ref. 46). At the altitudes 1 I .h to 12.5 km 
where the reflectivity measuren~ents were made. the atmosphere has lose to 100 percent 
transmission over the 2 to 4 pm range. The data showed a broad ahs~rp t ion  band with a 
minimum at 2.85 pm: this led to  ;in estimate of bound water content of approximately I 
percent by weight with an uncertainty factor ot' about 3. This estimate was considered 
consistent with the volcanic features photographed from Mariner 9 and with observation of 
the silicate infrared reststrahlen feati~res in the Mariner 9 Infrared Sprctroscopy 
Experiment. 
1 eovy et al. (ref. 47) suggest that cloids 5 to  10 km above the caldera floor of Arsia Mons 
(observed by Mariner 9 )  were composed ot water Ice. Mliton (rei. 46)  p r u p w o  i i ~ a i  1111iiijiig 
water has been a principal agent of Martian surflice erosion some time in the past; this would 
explain the large channel features. notably bars and braiding. Other proposed eroding agents 
are liquid or  solid CO, . lava flows. wind erosion, and tectonic fracturing (refs. 49. 50. and 
51 1. 
2.3.2 Clouds 
Early telescopic obsrrvations of Mars revealed transiwt chanyes in Martian features that 
were interpreted as clouds. The clouds were classified according t o  their color: white, 
blue-white, blue, and yellow (ref. 3 i ). Tlle color actually represents the part of the sunlight 
reflected by the cloud; this is best determined with the aid of color filters. 
Reference 52 gives results from a study of bright features in teltscopic photq~graphs taken in 
blue light which show diffuse and discrete bright features wperimposed upon a relatively 
dark disk. The bright featur2s are characterized as Type ! ar.d Type 11 clouds. Type I clouds 
are a diffuse brightening usually seen n e a ~  the terminator in the equatorial and temperate 
regions: Type 11 clouds are not associatzl with any particular surface location. Type I1 
clouds are described us discrete features having qi~asi-stable locations. Activity of both tyy.2~ 
varies with season. Type I clouds also vary diurnally. The brightening begins in the late 
morning or  early afternoon and continues for several hours until the clouds passed over the 
evening terminator; however, the clouds do not reappear over the morning terminator. Type 
I1 clouds do  not vary diurnally; when active, they are bright from their fir: t appearance over 
the morning terminator until their disappearance across the evening terminator. It was 
concluded that Type I :louds are actual clouds composed of water ice. Type 11 features are 
believed to  be CO, cos.-lensation, most probably in the forni of a frost deposit. 
In reference 53, Bacm reports on transient cloud data obtained from the Planetary Patrol 
Program. Data show transient brightenings that have been detected by red, green, blue, and 
ultraviolet photographs on all sides of the planet. In a f tw places the frequent appearance of 
white clouds correlates wi;h prominent topographical features such as the western slopes of 
Olympus Mons. Investigations by Sagan et al. (ref. 54) also indicated a correlation of white 
cloud frequency with elevation, probably because of adiabatic cooling of rising air. White 
streaks near Olympus Mons follow topographic contour !ines which may be aeolian deposits 
of fine surface material. 
The yellow clouds observed on Mars before Mariner 9 were generally accepted as being very 
fine particles of surface material that have been carried aloft by the wind (ic,. 31 ). Yellow 
c l o ~ d s  or  storms with linear dimensions from 400 to  2000 km have been observed 
~pproxin~ately once per year moving across the rtanet with an average speed of 40  km/hr. 
5o1w observers indicated speeds as high as 100 knl/hr. 
Spectral data obtained by the Mariner 9 IRIS experiment s h ~ w  features that are 
characteristic of silicate materials and yield an estimated SiO, content of 60 + 10 percent 
for the dust 1n the M~rt ian  clouds (ref. 44) 
Yellow c1oil.l~ appear as a transient brightening of light areas according to  Baum (ref. 53). 
Eist~rically, this phenomenon has been c o n i u b i ~ ~ ~ i y  amvi;atLd +'it:; :s;x'.s ' ' b k  
clearing" or "violet haze," but photographic and photoelectric data indicate the color 
associated with these brightness changes t o  be yellow. This phenomenor. clearly implied a 
chronic dust activity in the light areas. According to  Boyce and Thompson (ref. 551, the 
development of the yellow cloud is compatible with the concept that the stirring of dust is 
related t o  the amount of solar heating. 
In reference 56 Boyce reports that the light areas surrounding Nilokeras and Syrtis Major 
had an increase in albedo of about 8 percent between 10 a.m. and 2 p.m. each Martian day 
during 1969. He added that Baum attributed the albedo variation to  the daily raising of dust 
particles in a 100 m layer above the surface which settled out during the night. 
2.3.3 Surface Winds 
2.3.3.1 Velocities 
Estimates of  surface wind velocities and the relation of wind velocity to the erosion of the 
surfacc: material has occupied the attention of many investigators for several years. 
Conclusions reached hy the investigators ranged from low velocity winds which cause little 
or no surface erosion to  high velocity winds which cause extensive surface erosion. Because 
Mariner 9 provided conclusive evidence of a global dust storm and obtained phqtographs 
after the storm of regions similar to large-scale deserts on Earth, there is general reement 
of Martian aeolian processes. 
Theoretical wind velocity estimates are generally made from observations of cloud 
movements. Blumsack (ref. 57) developed a theoretical model to study stlady winds as 
influenced by large-scale topography and the associated large-scale atmospheric circulation 
caused by thermal and dynamic effects. He quotes other investigators who indicate the 
dverage velocity of clouds to be in the range 8 to  45 m/s. In reference 58, Gifford gives 
results from a study of yellow cloud motions and discusses Bagnold's theory (ref. 59) 
concerning wind indticed sand motion. Gifford estimates the average drift velocity of the 
yellow clouds to be about 8 m/s with associated winds that have velocities large enough t o  
move soil particles. The yellow clouds are most likely composed of wind-driven sand grains 
that are moved by saltation within a few meters of the Martian surface and are accompanied 
by an overlying dust cloud of much smaller particles which extends to  many thousands of 
meters. 
The estimate of Gierach and Sagan (ref. 60) that elevation differences on Mars are on the 
order of the atmospheric scale height leads them to  conclude that topographic relief could 
increase the mean wind vAocities in local areas by a factor of 2 t o  3. 
For maximum steady wind velocities, reference 61 gives an estimate of 70 m/s above the 
surface layer of blowing sand grains and 40  m/s within the surface layer at about one meter 
elevation. References 62 and 63  deduced estimates of maximum velocities from 100 to  145 
m/s on the basis of theoretical computations made by Leovy and Mintz. Reference 61 holds 
that surface gusts should be assumed to have a 30 value equal t o  one-half the maximum free 
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considered t o  exceed 70 m/s. 
2.3.3.2 Dust Storms 
A short review of Martian dust storms since 1892 is given by Golitsyn (ref. 64). Dust storms 
of great intensity and global scale have been observed only at times of favorable opposition. 
Koval (ref. 62) estimated the total mass of dust particles in the atmosphere during the 197 1 
dust storm t o  be on the order of lo9  tons. Because of this large amount, he favored the dust 
hypothesis over the vegetation and micro-organisms hypothesis for explaining the observed 
transient phenomenon that has been called the wave of darkening.* For further discussions 
of the wave of darkenily. see Glasstone (ref. 3 I), Pollack and Sagan (ref. 65), Otterman and 
Bronner (ref. 66), Kichardson and Bonestell (ref. 67), and Martin.** 
Local dust storms are described by some investigators as being initiated by saltation or by 
dust devils (refs. 58 and 68). Sagan and Pollack (ref. 68) estimate the Ragnold drag velocity 
parameter V* (ref. 59) must be at least 4 m/s to initiate removal of 400 pm diameter 
particles from the surface at a 5 mb pressure. They indicate the parameter V* is about 2 to 
5 percent of the wind velocity along the surface just above the boundary layer. In reference 
64, Golitsyn estimated the average value of V* to  be only about 114 to  112 the threshold 
value required to  initiate saltation but suggested that Martian conditions may cause local 
increases in V* sufficient to exceed the erosion threshold value. In  1968 Sharp (ref. 69) 
concluded that wind and thermal creep were the most promising processes for explaining 
differences between lunar upland craters and the Martian craters seen in the Mariner 4 
pictures. He doubted that wind had eroded the surface extensively because high wind 
velocity apparently is required for significant aeolian action 011 Mars. He used estimated 
requirements for wind velocities from 72 to  9 6  m/s to pick up soil from the Martian surface. 
Yet other investigators indicate clouds only have average velocities in the range 8 to 45 m/s. 
An indication of the free stream velocity required to  initiate soil motion under Martian type 
atmospheric conditions is provided by the experimental results presented in reference 70 
*W. A. Baum, "Eartll-Based Observations of Martian Albedo Changes," ICARUS, vol. 22, 1974, pp. 
363-370, points out that calibrated photometry has established that these seasonal variations of contrast 
result from a brightening of light areas rather than darkening of dark areas. The latitude o f  rl~aximum 
contrast approximately follows the Sun and is now believed to  be caused by a midday raising o f  dust 
near the surface at the latitude of maximum insolation. 
**L. J .  Martin, "The Major Martian Yellow Storm o f  1971," ICARUS, vol. 22, 1974, pp. I '  -188. 
which disc.,.sses tests at wind speeds up to  76 m/s over static pressures from 5.3 to 9.3 mb. 
In the tests it was found that 297 to  420 pm diameter silica sand particlee with a bulk 
density of !.5 g/cm3 began to  roll along the surface at wind speeds of 54.9 m/s. Particles 
began t o  lift from the surface and start a saltation type motion at a wind speed of 74.9 m/s. 
If one assurnes the resistive force preventing the particles from moving is proportional t o  the 
gravity for, e and the force tending to move the particles is proportional t o  the dynamic 
wind pres..we, then the corresponding velocities in the Martian gravity field would be 
redv ed b the square root of the gravity ratio. In that event one would estimate particles to 
begin m,., ing and to begin a saltation motion at free stream wind velocities of 34 and 46 
m/:i, resp,xtiveiy. 
Test da!a presented in reference 71 indicated free stream velocities required to initiate a 
saltation motion in a Martian gravity field should be about 50 and 59 m/s for particles 
rmging fr $m 1 to 210 pm in diameter. This is approximately the same as the 50 to 60  m/s 
range esti rated by Wood et al. in reference 72 and cortrasts with the estimate of 1 10 m/s 
for initiiiti ~g sand or dust motion over a flat surface by Greeley et al. in reference 73. 
Al'hough the tests in references 70 and 7 1 may not have simulated the boundary layer flow 
over the Martian surface, the results imply surface erosion should occur at free stream wind 
velocities less than the upper bound value of 70 mls in reference 61, and therefore are 
compatibl~ with the occurrence of dust storms on Mars. 
2.3.4 Surface Pressure 
Photometric and polarimetric methods (ref. 31) were used to estimate the Martian surface 
atmospheric pressure prior to 1963. In the photometric method atmospheric pressure is 
deduc..bd from variations of brightness of the planet at different wavelengths and phase 
angles Apparent brightness arises from scattering of sunlight by surface material and by 
atmosl here. The scattering contribution from the atmosphere is used to determine surface 
pressure from estab1ist.c.~; formulas that relate gas pressure and brightness caused by 
scattering. 
In the palarimetric method, the light scattered by the surface is determined from 
polarizatiot~ measurements on various Martian soil simulants. By subtracting the surface 
polarization contribution from the total polarization one obtains the polarization 
contribution from the atmosphere. Relations between atmospheric polarization and 
barometric prvssure are then JS-d to estimate surface pressure. For many years the surface 
pressure was believed to about 80  mb mainly on the basis of polarimetric data obtained 
by Dollfus (ref'. 74). 
In 1963 observat~ons of the infrared spectrum of carbon dioxide indicated the earlier 
surface p rewre  estimates were high by about a factor of 4 or more. In 1964 and 1965 
reflectivit-. measurements were made in the ultraviolet region of the spectrum where light 
sca t te r4  from the surface is essentially zero. Measurements made by de Vaucouleurs at a 
wav, ,,,gth clf 3300 Angstrom indicated a surface pressure of 19 mb for an atmosphere 
cc :dsting entirely of cia.bon dioxide. Evans, on the other hand, based his calculations on 
measurements of refiectivity made from a rocket above Earth's tangible atmosphere in the 
wavelength range 2400 to 3500 Angstioms. His results agreed with surface pressures ranging 
from 5 to  20 mb for atmospheres consisting of various niixtures of carbon dioxide, nitrogen, 
and argon. 
Ground based polarimetric data taken over the wavelength range 0.32 to 0.70 pm by 
Ingersoll indicated surface pressures from 4 to  7.5 mb if CO, is the principal constituent 
(ref. 75). This pressure range is in agreement with those deduced from occultation data. 
The Mariner 4 spacecraft provided the first data obtained from the vicinity of Mars for 
estimating surf. :e pressure. Measurements of the refraction of the radio signals just before 
and after occultation as Mariner 4 passed behind Mars were used t o  deduce surface 
pressures. The estimates lor an atmosphere composed entirely or carboll dioxide ruiigei' 
from a minimum of 4.1 mb before occultation t o  a maximum of 9.7 mb after occultation 
(ref. 31). 
Pressures estimated from the occultation data obtained from hlariners 6 and 7 were 
approximately the same as from Mariner 4 data. Three of the four prssure estimates were in 
the range between 6 and 7 mb (ref. 76). 
Reference 40  gives surface preswres derived from more than 3500 infrared spectroawpic 
measurements by Mariner 9. These data were averaged t o  provide a low-resolt!i~on pressure 
map of the planet between latitudes -60' and 25".  The average surface pressures over Ihe 
sampled area was 4.8 mb. Correlation of surface pressure data with topographic features was 
clearly evident. Highest pressures occurred in the Hellas and Isidis Regio-Amcnthes areas and 
were about 8 mb. The lowest surface pressure was about 1.5 mb at the top of  Arsia Mons. 
Reference 77 prese,lted additional surface pressures based on Mariner 9 S-band occultation 
data. 
Reference 78 compares surface pressures which were determined from occultation experi- 
ments on Mariners 4, 6, 7, and 9. The entry occultation values generally lie below those 
from exit occultation data. Interpolations indicate the surface pressure at zero elevation is 
about 6 mb for the entry data and 7.3 mb for the exit data. The higher exit pressures most 
likely result from the smaller planetary radius at exit locations. Another interpretation is 
that the exit values are higher because night-time conditions are being measured rather than 
the day-time conditions from entry. One explanation is the possible presence of a low-lying 
electron layer on the day side that w o d d  tend t o  reduce pressure (ref. 78). 
2.3.5 Thermal Properties 
2.3.5.1 Temperature 
Theoretical estimates of the nominal Martian surface temperature at the subsolar point are 
readily made by assuming the planet t o  be in temperature equilibrium with its surroundings 
and radiating energy as an ideal blackbody. At the average distance from the Sun, Mars 
receives energy at the rate of 0.66 cal/cm,'min (ref. 31). Setting this rate equal t o  the 
theoretical radiation rate expressed by the Stefan-Boltzmann equation 
i: ' 
. I and solving for the temperature T gives T = 299 K. At perihelion when the planet is closer t o  the Sun, the temperatr~re at the subsolar point would be about 15 K higher. I ! 4 Theoretical estimates of the average surface temperliture have been made by assuming Mars 
is i absorbs solar radiation only on the area of the planet facing the Sun (nR2 ) and radiates / energy from the entire surface area of the planet (47rR2). By taking the maximum temperature t o  be that at the subsolai point, the average temperature is estimated to  b e d  
I 
i * smaller, o r  for T,,, equal t o  299 K; the average temperature of the surface should be 
21 1 K. At perihelion it would be about 10 K higher and at aphelion about 10 K lower. 
The first estimates of surface temperatures came from Martian radiation as measured on 
Earth. This consists of reflected or scattered sunlight plus thermal radiation from the 
Martian surface. The thermal radiation must be extrapolated from the observed total 
radiation before it can be used to  derive surface temperature. The first radiation 
measurements were made during 1922, 1924, and 1925, but the derived temperature 
estimates were susceptible t o  considerable error because of inadequate data (ref. 3 1.  
Improved methods used by Sinton and Strong in 1960 (ref. 79) incorporated filters t o  
restrict the radiation energy received from the planet to  the infrared range of 7 to  13 pm, 
which is essentially the range of emission from the surface. These data indicated the 
maximum temperature at the equaior is close to 300 K and is reached about an hour after 
local noon. The estimated temperature at the same point drops t o  a minimum value of 
about 190 K during the night. The large daily temperature variation of about 1 10 K is a 
result of the low atmospheric density and poor thermal conductivity of the surface material 
(ref. 3 1 ). 
Between 1926 and 1943, Lampland conducted a systematic program of Martian radiometry. 
His results were analyzed by Gifford (ref. 80) to  delineate the broader features of the 
surface temperature distribution. 
A modification of the infrared radiometric method was utilized by C .  H. Mayer and his 
coworkers at the U.S. Naval Observatory during the 1956 and 1958 apparitions by which 
temperature was determined from radiation emitted at longer wavelengths (3 . !  5 cm) (ref. 
8 i  ,. The resulting temperature estimates were significantly lower (about 7-10 K) than the 
mean infrared daytime temperature (about 250 K )  over the entire disk. .Qn explanation is 
that longer wavelength radiation originates from a short distance below the surface where 
the temperatures are a little cooler than the surface from which the shorter wavelength 
infrared radiation originates (ref. 31 ). 
Kellerman (ref. 15) measured the thermal radiation from Mars at 6 ,  1 1, and 21 cm 
wavelengths with a 210 ft radio telescope. A comparison uf these brightness temperatures 
with those determined by other investigators at radio and infrared wavelengths also 
indicated the temperatures deduced by radio wave techniques to  be a little cooler. 
Measurements made at 0.822 cm by Kuzmin et al. (ref. 82) led them to c o ~ ~ c l u d e  the 
thermal wave penetrates 1.8 t o  3 cm and 5 0  t o  80 cm into the surface during the diurnal 
and seasonal variations, respectively. 
Reports of brightness temperature measurements by other investigators are given in 
references 83, 84, 85, and 86. The problem of how br~ghtness temperature varies with radio 
wavelengths that are irsed to obtain data was not resolved but receives considerable 
attention in references 87. 88, 89, and 90. 
More recently, brightness tempe:atures have been deduced from Mariner 9 infrared 
radiometric measurements a t  10 and 20 pm wavelengths for more than 34  percent of the 
surface with some areas observed at a spatiai resolution as small as 15 km (ref. 16). During 
the earlier Mariner-Mars 1969 mission, approximately 2 percent of the Martian surface had 
been observed by radiometers with a linear resolution of 50  km, at best. 
According to Mariner 9 data, the gross thermal characteristics (after the 1971 dust storm 
subsided) agreed qualitatively with the lower resolution data obtained during the 
Mariner-Mars 1969 mission. At the height of the storm the average daytime temperatures of 
the planet were about 20 K lower than after the storm. Mariner 9 brightness temperature 
contours are given in reference 16. 
Radiometr~c data obtained by Mariner 9 were also examined t o  investigate possible regional 
differences in Martian thermal properties. Thermal differences were observed between light 
and dark areas, regions of large and small albedo, and regions of high and low elevations. 
The data indicated thermal similarity among the three heavily-cratered areas that were 
studied despite their striking differences in visual albedo. 
Mariner 9 data wzre also examined t o  determine whether local thermal deviations from the 
mean background could be associated with features observed by the television cameras. The 
comparison indicated a small-scale correlation between temperature and visual albedo. An 
anomalously warn; area near the southern boundary of Elysium was also detected by the 
radiometer aboard the USSR Mars 2 probe (ref. 16) and Mars 3 data showed other localities 
to  be about 10 degrees warmer than surrounding areas (ref. 61). Several cool areas observed 
during the daylight hours by the Mariner 9 radiometer were identified in the television 
pictures as clouds. Other cold anomalies were found to be associated with impact crater? 
having bright areas on their floors. The temperatures were generally higher than appropriate 
for Martian frosts so the low temperatures may result from local o r  thermal albedo 
variations. 
Temperature profiles deduced from Mariner 9 S-band occultation data indicated the 
near-surface daytime temperatures on the north polar cap in the Martian spring range 180 to 
190 K (ref. 77). Measurements near the south pole indicated temperatures close t o  the 
condensation temperature of CO, (about 140 K at 5 mb pressure). Surface temperatures 
measured between latitudes 30"s and 30°N had maximum and minimum values of 235 and 
141 K with an average value of about 200 K. These temperatures are a little lower than the 
10 pm brightness temperature profiles shown in reference 16. 
Kieffer (ref. 91)  utilized available Martian temperature data to develop a theoretical model 
for predicting Martian surface and near surface temperatures over the entire planet for all 
seasons. This work was used t o  develop the temperature models for this monograph (section 
3.8.1 ). 
2.3.5.2 Thermal Inertia 
Values of the thermal inertia 1 = ( k p ~ ) " ~  were deduczd from radiometric data obtained 
over wavelengths from 8 to  13 pm by Sintcm (ref. 79). A comparison of theoretical diurnal 
temperatule variations with observed variations indicated no single choice of thermal inertia 
that provided agreement both in amplitude and phase simultaneously. It was found that a 
milli-inertia* value of 10 provided the best agreement in amplitude, while a value of 4 
provided the best agreement in phase lag. Morrison (ref. 92) also used Sinton's radiometric 
data and concluded that measured temperatures were consistent with his theoretical 
computations with a milli-inertia value of 5. Milli-inertia values used by other investigators 
were 7.5 + 3.5 by Efanov and Troitskii (refs. 82 and 83) and 11 by Gifford (according t o  
Leovy, ref. 93). Kuzim et al (ref. 82) used the values 4 and 10 and found that I = 4 ( 
cal/cm2 s'12 K) fitted the data better. 
Kieffer (ref. 16) notes the value mI = 6 from Mariner 6 and 7 data adequately represents the 
average thermal structure of Mars obtained from Mariner 9 data. He adds that values as low 
as 10 are required for theoretical results t o  agree with the measurements in some regions, 
?specially in Hellas. Values of 8 and 6 for ml agretd with Mars brightness temperature 
measurements made after the 1971 dust storms by Mars 2 and 3 (refs. 94, 95, and 96). 
During the storm, values between 5 and 8 failed to give good agreement with brightness 
temperature measurements. This disagreement was believed to be due to the greater opacity 
of the dust particles in the cloud to solar radiatiw i,: the visible wavelength range rather 
than to heat loss. 
It might be of interest to compare these mI values with those recommended for the lunar 
surface for the temperature range 125 to  375 K in reference 97. The ml values for the lunar 
re2olith were from 0.6 to  1.1 (900 to 1600 cm2 s'12 K/cal) and for the lunar rocks were 
from 29 to  50 (L6 to  35 cm' s1I2 K/cal). The ml range of values for the Martian soil given 
in section 3.8.3 of 4 t o  10 ( cal/cm2 sl / '  K) is selected on the basis that the range gives 
satisfactory agreement with Mariner 9 and other data. 
2.3.5.3 Thermal Conductivity 
Reference 98 gives results from thermal conductivity measurements made on 37 to 67 pm 
diareter  basalt powders in lunar and Martian simulated environments The samples were 
tested at packing densities ranging from 0.79 to  1.50 g/cm3 in simulated Martian 
atmospheres using C 0 2  at 7 mb pressure a t  temperatures ranging from about 700 to 300 K. 
The thermal conductivity was found to  be essentially independent of packing density and 
temperature. Evidently the interstitial C02  tends to negate the effects of tet~jperature and 
density. The thermal conductivity measurements in the Martian environment ranged from 
about 0.23 X to 0.29 X callcm s K. In the simulated lunar vacuum and 
temperature regime the thermal conductivity was found to  increase with density. It also 
increased with temperature approximately according to the law k = A + BT3 where A and B 
are constants. Because the Martian temperature is lower than the lunar temperature, some 
*One milli-inertia unit (ml)  is equal to cal/cm2 s"' K. 
investigators believe the B T ~  term is small enough compared to the A term that the thermal 
conductivity of the surface can be considered independent of temperature. 
There are no direct measurements of thermal conductivity of the Martian surface material. 
Current estimates are made from the measured thermal inertia by using representative values 
for the specific heat and density of the Martian surface material..Data compiled by Winter 
and Sarri (ref. 99) for most cotnmon geologic materials suggest the specific heat lies in the 
range 0.10 to  0.1 8 cal/g K over the Martian temperature range ( I50 to  300 K). From the% 
data Kieffer concluded that 0.16 is a reasonable average value for the specific heat and 0.3 
cal/cm3 K is a reasonable value for thC product of soil density and specific heat (pc). 
Accordingly, for a measured thermal inertia of 6 X lo-' cal/cm2 s'I2 K, the thermal con- 
ductivity would be 1.2 X 1 0-s cal/cm s K corresponding to  the value pc = 0.3 cal/cm3 K. 
These results led to the thermal conductivity range recommended in section 3.8.3. This 
range encompasses values used by other investigators in their analysis of Martian data, i.e., in 
units of callcm s K, 1 .O X and 1.6 X by Leovy (ref. 93), (7 + 3) X lo-' and (1 2 
k 4) X lo-' by Morrison et al. (ref. 92). and 1 X loe4 to  7 X by Troitskii (ref. 100). 
Kieffer e t  a]. in reference 16 used the values lo- '  to  lo-' cal/cm s K measured on 
powdered rocks having diameters ranging from 4 0  to 800 pm. The thermal conductivity 
measured in situ on the lunar soil was 0.33 X c a l / m 2  s K at a 49  cm depth and 0.60 X 
cal/cm s K at a 138 cm depth (ref. 97). 
2.3.5.4 Specific Heat 
Typical specific heat values c used by investigators during their analysis of Martian data (in 
units of cal/g K) have been 0.17 (refs. 83, 88, and 1 OO), 0. IS (ref. 93), and 0.19 (ref. 10 1 ). 
The specific heat recommended for lunar rocks or lunar soil in reference 97 ranged from 
0.06 to  0.20 over the temperature range from 100 to  370 K. These values and the range 
0.10 to 0.18 measured on most common geological materials (ref. 99) formed the basis for 
the range recommended in section 3.8.3. 
2.3.5.5 Emissivity 
Infrared reflectance measurements made on several terrestrial r o~Ks  and other materials by 
Hovis and Callahan (ref. 102) have been used for estimating emissivity of the Martian 
surface material. From these data Kieffer and his coworkers have adopted a value of about 
0.95 in their thermal investigations of the Martian soil. Emissivity values adopted by other 
investigators include 0.85 (ref. 101) and 0.90 (ref. 93). Recommended values for the 
Martian soil in section 3.8.3 are 0.90 to  0.98. These values are a little higher than the values 
0.8 and 0.6 recommended earlier for the bright and dark areas in reference 1. 
2.3.6 Gravitational Field 
First estimates of the average gravitational acceleration at the surface of Mars were obtained 
from the equation g = GM/RZ for a spherical planet where G is the universal constant of 
gravitation (6.67 X l oT8  cm3 /g s2 ), M is the mass, and R the radius. Rererence 3 1 reported 
that published values of the gravi:ational acceleration range from 3.60 to  3.90 m/s2 in 1968. 
Reference 19 gave the valuc as 3.71 m/s2 in 1972, and 3.7 18 m/s2 was used in constructing 
the models of the Martian atmosphere that were adopted in the 1974 revision of NASA 
80 10. 
The most precise estimates of the product GM (often denoted by the symbol p )  have been 
determined from Mariner data. Two methods of reducing Mariner 6 data yielded the values 
42828.22 f 1.83 and 42828.48 1. 1.38 km3/s2 ,  and an upgraded estimate from Mariner 4 
data gave 42828.32 f 0.13 km3 Is2. 
Since Mars is nonspherical and the gravity field varies over the surface, attempts were first 
made to  approximate its variation by assuming Mars to be an oblate spheroid. A 
development of its gravitational potential U in a spherical harmonic series in terms of the 
latitude 6 and radial distance r from the planet center was expressed as 
by terminating the series after the first two terms. The radial gravitational acceleratior. 
without centrifugal force subtracted is then given as 
where 
A preliminary reduction of Mariner 9 data gave J2 = 0.001 965 f 0.000006. GM = 42828.5 + 
0.4 km3/s2. and the equatorial radius RE = 3394 f 2 km (ref. 105). The constant J, is a 
measure of the flattening f whose value is 0.00524 + 0.00003. 
Mariner 9 data indicated the gravity field to be an order of magnitude rougher than 
expected and to vary with azimuth and latitude. As a result, a more general potential 
function U has been adopted (refs. 103, 104, and 105).* The potential function and values 
of the paranleten determined after additional analyses of  Mariner 9 data are eiven in section 
3.3, This more general gravitational function does not model completebr wch  anomalies as 
n d e d  in the Tharsis region which are many times larger than any found on Earth. 
*Also, W. L, Sjogren et al.. "Mars Gravity Field Based on a Short-Arc Technique," J .  Geophys. Res.. vol. 
80 ,  no. 20. 1975, pp. 2899-2908. 
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2.3.7 Magnetic Field 
The results of Mariner 4,  6, and 7 magnetometer measurements indicate the field strength t o  
be less than 0.001 of the Earth's magnetic field. From this, it is inferred that the magnetic 
moment of Mars is less than 0.001 that of the Earth and that the equatorial surface 
magnetic field of Mars is less than 200 y (ref. 63). The Russian space probes Mars 2 and 3 
have established the existence of a detached low shock wave in the solar wind as it flows 
past Mars. N. F. Ness and S. J .  Bauer suggest that the obstacle deflecting the solar wind is an 
intrinsic planetary magnetic field in GSFC X-690-74-69, Goddard Space Flight Center, 
Greenbelt, Md ., February 1974. 
2.3.8 Morphologic Subdivisions 
Mmphologic subdivisions deduced from Mariner 6 and 7 photographic data included crater 
terrain (ref. 106) and uncratered terrain (ref. 107). Cratered terrain contains small 
bowl-shaped and large flat-bottomed craters. Uncratered terrain has regions that have an 
irregular jumble o f  topographic forms and regiom that contain no  resolvable topographic 
features. 
The niotphologic characteristics deduced from Mariner 9's extensive photographic coveragc 
were subdivided into faur classes: (1) primitive, cratered terrain; (2)  sparsely-cratered, 
volcanic-aeolian plains; ( 3 )  circular, radially-symmetric volcanic constructs, such as sh~eld 
volcanoes, domes, and craters; and (4) tectonic-erosional units such as chaotic material and 
channel deposits (ref. 108). According t o  Masursky (ref. 109), the primitive cratered terrain 
covers about one-half of the surface. Mariner 4 ,  6 .7 ,  and 9 photographs indicate a range of 
crater types similar to  those found on the Earth and Moon according to Hartniann (ref. 
1 10). All three bodies contain the four types of crater niorphology: ( 1 bowl-shaped, ( 2 )  
central peaks, ( 3 )  interior rings of peaks, and ( 4 )  large basins. Hartmann finds that the 
relative number of craters of different sizes found in sparscly- and heavily-cratered region!; 
are similar for Mars and the Moon. 
Crater frequency distributions are expressed n~athematically in reference 61 as N = kl l -" ,  
where N is the cumulative number of craters per square meter having diameters larger than 
D, and n and k are constants. Frequency distributions corresp~nding to  this equation have 
been adapted for this monograph and are presented in sectlon 3.6.1 for an average Mars. 
2.3.9 Topography 
2.3.9.1 Elevation 
Radar echoes received from Mars during ecch opposition since 1963 have bcen used to 
estimate elevation variations in the equatorial regions. More recently surt'ace pressures 
obta;ned by occultation experiments on Mariner spacecral't have besn used to  derive 
estimates of surface elevations. 
Mariner 9 improved upon earlier Mariner results because it was placed in orbit around Mars 
and provided occultation ~neasurements at points around the planet (refs. 11 1, 112, and 
1 13). 
The variation of pressures with surface location shown by Mariner 9 and spectrographic 
results correlate with the topography of Mars.* Recent topographic estimates that have been 
derived from occultation, radar, spectral, and optical measurements show a range of eleva- 
tions from 4 km below the mean surface in Hellas depression to an altitude of 28 km on 
Olympus Mom.** 
The surface pressure data obtained by the Mariner 9 occultation experiment (ref. 114) and 
the gravity data*** suggest that the p4ysical shape of Mars is not much more oblate than its 
gravitational equipotential surface. The latest compilation of all data** indicates that the 
shape is triaxial with equatorial radii of 3399.1 km for 1 10" West longitude and 3394.1 km 
for 20" West longitude and with a polar radius of 3376.7 km. Earlier results based on some 
of the same data give similar radii (refs. 39, 11 5, and 1 16). 
2.3.9.2 Surface Topography 
Two rclated descriptions of the surface topography are commonly used, and each has its 
own application. For studies of landing dynamics or vehicle hill-climbing, slope distributions 
are ro~uired.  To determine the dynanlic response of a vehicle traversing the terrain, power 
spectral density (PSD) is needed to describe surface roughness. 
a. Slope Distribution 
As an illustration of slope distribution consider two points on the Martian surface a distance 
L apart with a difference Ah in elevation between the two points. The two distances define 
the slope a between the points. If measurements of the slope are made between madly pairs 
of points along a traverse on the surface, a distribution of slopes is obtained (ref. ! 17). This 
distribution can be described statistically in terms of  3 probability density function P(a) or a 
cumulative distribution function F(ar). From such distributions of slopes, an "average" or 
mean value, a median value, and other statistical parameters can be obtained. 
Although slope distributions are not necessarily Gaussian, measurements of slopes can be 
described approximately in terms of a mathematical model corresponding to a so-called 
Gaussian or "normal" distribution. For exan~ple, the probability density function 
1 p(a) =- cxp - - (--<a <oo) 
0- ( $) 
- 
*Resides variation with topography, seasonal variation of surface pre,sure by I0  to  20 percent 1s ~ndicated 
in recent study by P. M. Woicestyn, "Global Seasonal Fluctuations on Mars," lcarus 22, July 1974. 
**E. J .  Christensen, "Martian Topography Derived from Occultation, Radar, Spectral and Optical 
Measurements," Journal of Geophysical Research, vol. 80 ,  no. 20. 1975, pp. 2909-291 3 .  
***W. L S j o ~ e n  et al.. "Mars Gravity Field Based o n  a Short-Arc Technique." J. Geophys. Rrs.. SO, 20, 
1975. pp. 2899-2908. 
describes ;I normal distribution with an (algcbriiic) mean of zero and a s t a n h d  deviation a. 
Because the (algebraic) mean from slope measurements is o f t m  very nearly zera,  it is 
custotnary t o  ignore :he algebraic sign of the slope aliu work with its magn:tude alone. Thus,  
h e  "mean slope" a is clcfincd with absolute values as 
For  s l o p ~  distributions which are normal (Gaussian), the  mean (absolute) slope is related t o  
the  stanclard deviation by 
This theoretical relationship is in close agreement with an cmpi~ ica l  relation 
given by Rowan. iMc<'i~l~lcy and Holm (ref.  118) for  thc Moon which is based upon cxtcri~ive 
Earth-based measurements a t  slope lengths of  0.75 km and larger. 
The mean slope lu tlcpcnds on the horizontal distance L betwccn tll- points Iiaving the 
elevation difference Ah .  Mea:;urcmcnts of tu o n  the  surface of  th~: Earth,  Moon, and M-rs 
indicate roughly a linear relation hetween log a and log L. Thus,  the mathematicar :'or: 
relating Ci and L 1s approximated by equation of the form a = I)L-". The approx1ma;c 
values o f  b and n as estilnated from Figure Ill<-8 in reference 61 arc b = 1 .  3, and 14 
degrees and n = 0.10. 0.18,  and 0.28, corresponding t o  smooth ,  nominal. and rough Martian 
surfaces, respectively. Slope data deduced from radar data indicat ihc mean Martian  slop^ 
is a little lower than the Smooth  Lunar Marc at  1 t o  2 ni and 10 t o  100 krn base lengths. 
b. Surface Roughness 
For velucle dynamic studies the local variations in the clcvation I: iilong a givcn tr;lversc 1s of 
more interest than the slope a. In this case, the  terrain roughness profile is convcn;cntly 
described in ternis o f  powcr spectral de~?:;ity. Jaeger and Schuring (ref .  1 19) present data for 
the Ranger 7 cite (Marc ~ ' o p i t u m )  m i  a procl:durc that utilizes the data to  determine the 
dynamic response o f  a vehicle n w i n g  over thc  surface. The  use of' spectrum iinalysi$ 
procedures for describing lunar surfiice roughness is tlescribed by  Kozcnia (rcf .  120) .  
Data obtained from Mars t o  date  have not been of suff ic iwt  resolution nor for  a long 
enough traverse t o  justify powcr spectral density computations o f  the type made for the 
Moon by R. Pike and his coworkers at  USGS. As a result. thc  power spectral density niodcls 
presented in section 3.5.4 are derived from lunar and terrestrial data. 
2.3.10 Crater and Block Frequencies 
The first Martian crater frequency data were provided by Mariner spacecraft. Reference 3 3  
gives com;larisons of Martian crater frequency distributions with distributions for the lunar 
hlaria and Uplands. The Martian crater diameters range from about 7 to 200 km. Reference 
106 compares crater frequencies obtained from Marker 9 data for the Deucalionis Regio 
region with craters in the iunar Maria anu Upiailds. Cidter frequencies arc shown for crater 
dimensions ranging from about 500 m to 7 0  km. The data indicate overall crater frequency 
distributions are similar, but the Martian bowl-shaped craters occur less frequently than the 
same size lunar craters. 
The resolution of Mariner photographs is not sufficient to provide block frequency data so 
the madrls adopted here were developed from lunar block frequencies. 
2.3.11 Soil Characteristics 
The interaction of the Martian surface with incident solar radiation allows remote deduction 
of soil proprrtles. Remote sensing of the planet by infrared emittance spectroscopy can 
provide information on the minercl corrposition of the swface material and its particle sizes 
and concentrations (ref. 12 1). 
The most serious problem in acquiring Mars spectral data is from atmospheric effects on 
Mars (and on Earth during Earth-based observations) which limit the available wavelength 
range and attenuate and distort spectral information. Another difficulty is that the 
compositicn and grain size of the surface material may not be hon~ogeneous over an area as 
large as the spatial resolution of the instruments used in remote sensing. Also, the available 
energy for spectroscopic exper,,nents is limitcd by the solar constant, the relative positior. 
of Earth .3  Mars, and Martian interaction with solar energy (ref. 122). 
Spectral obser-iational data available as of 1969 for the visible (0.4 t o  0.7 pm), the 
nex-infrared (0.7 to  2.5 pm) and the mid-infrared (7.5 to 500 pm) ranges were revi~wed by 
Salisbury and Hunt in reference 122. 
2.3.1 1.1 Composition 
Some of the first observations of the Martian surface consisted of polarization measure- 
ments made dt the Pic du Midi Observatory. Comparisons of polarization measurements of 
Mars a rd  terrestrial materials in the visible wavelength range led Dollfus (ref. 74) t o  
conclude the Martian surface was primarily limonite, a hydrated iron oxide. Limonite is a 
term used to describe minerals which contain mixtures in various proportions of hematite, 
geothite and unspecified impurities (ref. 123). 
Sagan (ref. 18), Tull (rzf. 124), and Egan (ref. 125) have supported limonite as a primary 
material at the surface. Others have rejected the limonite hypothesis, lt~cluding Younkin 
(ref. 123) and Houck et al. (ref. 46). 
Caldwell analyzed ultraviolet data in the range 0.2 to  0.36 pm obtained from the Orbiting 
Astronomical Observatory (ref. 126). He found that when the reflectivity due to C02 is 
taken into consideration the remaining reflectivity from the surface disagrees with published 
ultraviolet reflectivities of limonite and carbon suboxides. Earlier, Sinton (ref. 127) had 
rejected limonite but concluded that iron oxides, although not a principal constituent, may 
be present as an impurity in sufficient amounts to  color the surface red. 
Hanel et al. (ref. 44)  discuss characteristics of the Mariner 9 IRIS spectral features 
(Christiansen frequency shift) and those measured by Conel on terrestrial silicates. From 
these comparisons it was concluded that the composition of dust suspended in the Martian 
atmosphere was 60 k 10 percent S i 4 ,  and that this percentage was also believed to  be 
representative of the Martian crust material.* 
Hunt (ref. ! 28) found that characteristics of the surface emission spectrum are sensitive to 
changes in particle size, packing density, pressure, and background temperature. It was 
noted that clay montmorillonite exhibits spectroscopic properties that closely match Martian 
data. Not only does montmorillonite display two major bands in the appropriate positions 
in the mid-infrared and lack any intense subsidiary, but it also displaq.s bands near 0.95, 1.4, 
and 1.9 pm in the near-infrared. 
Radar data at 3.8 and 70 cm wavelengths led Pettengill (ref. 25) to  conclude the surface 
material is fairly homogeneous on a scale from 4 t o  70 cm. 
2.3.1 1.2 Particle Size 
Moriison et al. (ref. 92) used 8 t o  I?  Irm radiometry measurements by Sinton and Strong to  
obtain the distribution of temperature over the Martian surface. On the basis of thermal 
variation of the Martian surface, they estimated the mean particle sizes to  be 25 to 250 pm 
for the bright areas and 100 to  300 pm for the dark areas. These values are in agreement 
with estimates made by Pollack (ref. 65) but are larger than those by Leovy (ref. 93). Leovy 
concluded from a study of diurnal temperature variations that the Martian surface had a 
layer of very fine powder whose characteristic size was not more than a few microns. 
Particle diameters were estimated from 2.0 t o  4.0 pm reflectivity data by Houck et al. (ref. 
46) to range from 20 to 300 pm with a mean value of 200 pm. 
In reference 40  qualitative comparisons were made of the ccmputed s ~ e c t r a  with spectra 
measured b.1 the infrared spectroscopy experiment on  Mariner 9. The comparison suggested 
the radii of particles picked up from the surface t o  form the dust cloud were on the order of 
a few microns. This particle size is also in agreement with the size estimated by Koval (ref. 62). 
2.3.1 1.3 Density 
The bulk density of the lunar soil is in the range 1 to  2 g/cm3. Density of the particle grains 
at the .4pollo 1 1  and 13, sites was 3.1 g/crn3 (ref. 97). This density range for the bulk 
*R. L. Huguenin, "The Formation of Goethite and Hydrated Clay Materials on  Mars," J .  Geophys. Res., 
79, Sept. 1975, pp. 3895-3905, shares this belief from his laboratory studies on the kinetics and 
mechanism of the photostimulated oxidation of magnetite and preliminary laboratory data o n  the 
weathering of silicates. 
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density encompasses the value of 1.2 g/cm3 used by Balsamo and Salisbury (ref. 101) in 
their studies of the frost formation on Mars. Mars density values deduced by Troitskii 
ranged from 0.7 to  1.3 g/cm3 (ref. 100). Estimated densities for the Martian soil models 
presented in reference 62 ranged up to  1.8 g/cm3. 
2.3.1 1.4 Porosity 
Representative values of the porosity of the lunar soil is about 45 + 10 percent (ref. 97). 
This range includes the porosity value of 50 percent used in the analyses of polarization data 
made by Egan (ref. 125). 
2.3.1 1.5 Cohesion and Internal Friction Angle 
Estimates of the cohesion and interval friction angle of the Martian soil are not deduced 
from remote sensing of Mars. The most probablt range is that found for the lunar soil. 
Values of cohesion for the lunar soil lie in the range 0.003 t o  0.21 N/cm2 as determined 
from soil at the Apollo 1 1, 13, and 14 sites (ref. 97). The same data indicate internal 
friction angles to be 35 t o  45 degrees. 
2.3.1 1.6 Bearing Capacity and Penetration Resistance Gradient 
The bearing capacity and penetration resistance gradient are strong functions of the soil 
density. They also depend on cohesion, internal friction angle, and bearing area. A typical 
value of bearing capacity quoted for the lunar soil is 3.5 N/cm2 (ref. 97). The penetration 
resistance gradient measured by the Apollo 15 sample penetrometer records were 4.0 
N/cm2 /cm in virgin soil and 5.2 N/cri12 icm in compacted soil in the track of the Lunar 
Roving Vehicle (ref. 97). These values should be representative clverage values for the 
Martian soil. 
2.3.12 Electrical Properties 
2.3.12.1 Dielectric Constant 
Tire dielectric constant of a ~~iater ial  is a measure of the capability of the material to store 
and dissipate electric energy. It is conveniently expressed as a single complex quantity E = E' 
+ i ~ " ,  where e' and E" 3re measures of the energy storing and dissipative properties, 
respectively. Sometimes the complex coefficient is written as E = e' (1 + i tan S )  where tan S 
= dr/d is called the loss tangent. In general, E' and E" depend on temperature, frequency, 
packing density, particle size, and possibly other parameters. 
Extensive investigalions of the electrical properties of terrestria! rocks in solid and powder 
forms were conducted by Campbell and Ulrichs (ref. 129) t o  assist in the interpretation of 
radar data. Measurements were made at 0.88 cm and 67 cm to  correspond t o  the 
wavelengths spanned by current radar and radiometric observations of Mars. The data 
indicated a range o f  dielectric constants from about 2.5 for pumice t o  about 9.5 for some 
basalts. Data for powders indicated the variation of e' and tan S with density agreed quite 
well with the Rayleigh mixing formula for many of the materials. Values for the powder 
were st~bstantially lower than for solid rocks. For example, the value of E' for solid olivine 
oasalt was 8.1 at 0.67 cin wavelength; the corresponding value for a powder of 'he same 
material was about 2.0 at a density of 1 g/cm3 . 
The dielectric properties of a large number of other terrestrial materials are summarized in 
references 130 and 131. At low freqilencies the dielectric constant for water is listed as 
'8.54 at 798 K and for carbon dioxide as 1.60 at 293 K in reference 130. 
Dielectric properties measured on lunar regolith and rock samples returned t o  Earth by the 
Apollo program are sunimarized in reference 97. Typical values for some lunar rocks were 
8.0 + 0.8 in the wavelength ralige 30 nl to  3 X l o5  m. Measurements made on lunar rock 
powders by Gold et al.* indicated values of E' ranging from 1.7 t o  2.5 as the powder density 
increased from 0.9 t o  1.6 g/cm3. 
The first estimates of dielectric properties of the Martian surface material were based on 
values measured for terrestrial materials. Fine-grained soil material was used in the estimates 
because the indicated Martian dust storms presupposed that type soil. In reference 1 the 
dielectric constant was estimated :o be 5.2 k 3.0 from various combinations of tuff, andesite 
basalt, and carbon dioxide with a range of packing densities. 
Pettengill deduced the dielectric constant from 3.8 cm radar data obtained at the Haystack 
Observatory during the 1967. 1969, and 1971 oppositions. From 1969 data (ref. 25) he 
indicated 3.5 to  be a typical dielectric constant. His 1971 data indicate that at -14' latitude 
the dielectric constant increases steadily from 1.7 at 70°W to about 5.0 at 1 10°W (ref. 27). 
These results appeared t o  show a definite correlation between dielectric constant and sur- 
face roughness. if each of the N data measurements are weighted equally, the average 
dielectric constants E for each of the three years are N = 114 and E = 2.07 for 1967, N = 264 
and E = 2.77 for 1969, and N = 1674 and E = 3.65 for 1971. It is generally agreed that 
reflectivity and surface roughness vary by factors of 5 :  1 from point to  point on the surface. 
Hence, differences in the dielectric constants deduced from data obtained along the radar 
ground track during the three oppositions may simply reflect regional variations. Some of 
the differences in dielectric constant estimates also may result from differences in trans- 
m i t t ~ r  power and analysis procedures used in reducing the reflectivity data obtained during 
the three oppositions. Dielectric constants deduced by other investigators o r  used by them 
in their analyses were 3.0 (ref. 125), 2.6 + 0.8 (refs. 83  and 100). 2.80 (ref. 28), and 5 
(ref. 82). 
2.3.12.2 Loss Tangent 
Loss ldngents for various terrestrial rocks listed in reference 129 range from a low value of 
about 0.004 to a high of about 0.09 at 0.86 cm and 67 cm wavelength;. Reference 129 gives 
tan S = 0.017 for solid olivine basalt; the value for the powdered form at 1 g/cm3 density is 
0.005. 
*T. Gold, hf. J .  Campbell, and B. T. O'Leary, "Optical and High Frequency Electrical Properties of the 
Lunar Sample," Science, voi. 167, Jan. 30,  1970, pp. 707-705. 
The values of the loss tangent deduced from Martian data by lorrison et  al. (ref, 66 )  for the 
surface tnateri:t1 was 0.03 and by Ulich et al. (ref. 89)  from 0.0084 to 0.0492. The value 
adopted by Efailov ranged from 0.0032 to  0.01 56 (ref. 83).  The value deduced by Troitskii 
from his basic si~rface model ranged from 0.005 to 0.017 (ref. 100). These values are 
approxin~ately in the range recommended for the lunar surface materials in refxence 97 of 
0.005 tan 6 5 0.13 for lunar soils and 0.01 i tan 6 < 0.14 for lunar rocks. 
2.3.1 3 Photometric Properties 
Photometric properties of a planet are often described in terms of integrated properties of 
the total planetary emission or detailed properties of local emissions from point t o  point 
over the planetary disk (refs. 35 and 132). Measurements of the local photometric 
properties of Mars from Earh-based observations art  sev~rely limited because of the small 
apparent disk. A1s.o a lmitation for the determination or the integrated phclse function is 
that needed brightness measurements are only possible over incidence mgles srxller thx  48 
degrees (ref. 13?). Data obtained in the vicinity of Mars by Mariner spacecraft have provided 
new infoimatim for the refinement and extension of detailed and integrated photometric 
properties oT Mars. 
2.3.13.1 Photometric Function 
A photometric function was developed by J.  J. Lambiotte by combining Martian data 
measured at small angles with photometric measurements of soils believed t o  be  optical!^ 
similar to the Martian surface (ref. 61).  Subsequently Meador and Weaver (ref. 138) 
developed a photometric function on a different theoretical basis and that showed improved 
correlations with the reflective properties of the s~~r f aces  measured in the labol~ tory .  
Dimensionless parameters in the improved model (denoted by ao ,  a, , and a, and depending 
on such surface properties as particle size, porosity. and particle albedo) were estimated by 
Weaver, Wood, and Meador (ref. 139) with Martian photometric data obtained by Mariner 9 
(ref. 140). These Martian data were obtained at an effective wavelength of 0.56 pm. At the 
present time Martian photometric data at other wavelengths are not available for extending 
the ohotometric functions outside X = 0.56 ? 0.14 pm. 
2.3.13.2 Albedo 
Albedo (also known as Bond albedo) is an integrated photometric property used as a 
measure of the reflectivity of a planet. The measure was originally proposed by Bond and 
adopted in 191 6 (ref. 134). It is defined as the fraction of solar radiation falling on a planet 
that is reflected in all directions. 
Reference 31 indicates the average Bond albedo for the whole of Mars increases from 0.05 
o r  less in the ultrnviolet and blue regions of the spectrum to more than 0.3 in the red and 
infrared. The average value for the visible spectrum (0.35 to  0.7 pm) is about 0.17; the value 
over the entire spectrum is 0.295. Bright areas have a somewhat higher average albedo, 
"vhereas darker areas have a smaller average albedo (ref. 135). 
Bond albedo values given by Evans range from 0.04 to  0.08 in the ultraviolet range (0.25 to  
0.35 pm, ref. 136). Evans finds the albedo in the ultraviolet repon increases toward shorter 
wavelengths according to  a Rayleigh law. This behavior is also shown in data obtained from 
the Orbiting Astronomical Observatory presented by Owen and Sagan (ref. 38). They find 
the variation in reflectivity at short wavelengths is consistant with Rayleigh scattering by a 
CO, atmosphere having a 5.5 mb surface pressure. Caldwell (ref. 126) found that when the 
reflectivity contributed by the known amount of C02  in the atmosphere was taken into 
account the surface reflected 50  to 65 percent of the total albedo. 
In 1970 McCord et a1 (ref. 137) found agreement and disagreement among available 
measurements for various localities. Comparisons of Arabia and Syrtis Major albedo show 
that Arabia is about 3 times brighter over most of the wavelength range from 1 to 2.5 pm. 
The variation of normal albedo with wavelength was determined from Earth observations 
(ref. 61) for the Desert and Mare regions. These results are adopted and presented in section 
3.10.2. 
3. CRITERIA 
The Martian surface models and related physical. c h e ~ i c a l ,  and mechanical properties pre- 
aiented here should be used for mission analyses and for design of landing and exploration 
\chicles. For the Martian atmosphere, NASA SP-8010 (Revision of 1974) provides engineer- 
ing models that take into account variations in Martian time of day, season, location, and 
solar activity. 
3.1 Nominal Geophysical Parameters 
Nominal, o r  average, properties of Martian geophysical parameters are listed in table I .  
3.2 Atmospheric Properties 
3.2.1 Composition 
Major constituents of the atmosphere are carbon dioxidc, nitrogen, rind argon or some other 
inert gas. Such inert gas or  gases may account for about one third of the total gas abun- 
dance. Nitrogen accounts for one percent, and C02 accounts for the balance except for 
minor constituents. They make up 1 to  2 percent and consist of water vapor, dust, CO, 0, , 
and 0,. 
3.2.2 Sur'face Pressure 
Mariner 9 data indicated the average surface pressurz to be 4.8 mb in the equatorial zone. 
Surface pressures ranged from 1 .5 mb at the top of' Arsia Mons to about 8 mb in the Hellas 
depression. Figure 1 relates local atmospheric pressure to surface devation referenced to the 
areoid containing the mean equatorial radius. 
Table 1 
Nominal Geophysical Parameters 
Parameter 
Equatorial radius (km) 






Gravitational Constant, C( = GM (km 
Gravitational Acceleration (m/s2 ) 
Escape Velocity (krnls) 
Nominal Surface Pressure (mb) 







Sidereal Period of Revolution (days) 
Sidereal Period of Rotation (4r;min;s) 
Distances from Sun (km) 
Mean (semi-major axis) 
Perihelion 
Aphelion 





3.2.3 Viscosity and Specific Heat Ratio 






















The viscosity of the atmosphere is estimated to l i e  within the range 0.6 X to 2.4 X 
1 0-5 kg/m s. The specific heat ratio i s  within the range of 1.3 to 1.4. 
3.2.4 Surface Winds 
The maximum steady wind velocity above the boundary layer is  70 m/s. Gusts within the 
boundary layer can be assumed to have a 30 value equal to 35 m/s. The variation of the 
steady wind velocity within the boundary iayer i s  shdwn in figure 2. 
PRESSURE (mb) 
Figure 1. - Range of Surface Pressure Above Nominal 6.1 mb 
Reference Geoid (Derived from ref. 61). 
3.2.5 Entrained Dust 
Figure 3 presents estimates of the minimum wind speed one meter above the surface 
required to initiate motion of the surface particles. The major portion of the moving 
particles will be by saltation. Although the top of the saltating layer may extend many 
meters above the surface, the bulk of the grains move within the first meter above the 
surface. The estimated flux of moving particles up t o  two meters above the surface is shown 
in figure 4. The maximum total flux per unit width along the surface is 1 g/cm s. The 
saltating particles can be considered to  range in size up t o  1000 pm diameter and to  have the 
same size distribution as the dune sand shown in section 3.7.5. The maximum velocity of 
the saltating grains shown in figure 4 over the first 2 meters can be assumed to be 25 mls. 
During a typical stornl the dust entrained in the atmosphere may extend several kilometers 
above the surface. Estimates of the amount of dust that settles on a horizontal surface after 
the dust storm range from 10 t o  1000 g/m2. An atmospheric model for a typical dust storm 
is given in NASA SP-8010 (Revision of 1974). 
STEADY WIND VELOCITY/FREE STREAM WINO VELOCITY, v/v,, 
Figure 2. - Steady Wind Velocity Ratio Through the Boundary Layer (ref. 61 1. 
1 10 100 1000 10000 
GRAIN DIAMETER (pm) 
Figure 3. - Range of Minimum Wind Speed One Meter Above Surface to initiate Particle 
Motion (ref. 61  : Based on Bagnold Theory bsing 3 Model Atmospheres for 
Roughness of 0.003 to 0.1 cm). 
0 .008 fl .912 
FLUX (g/cm2 :) 
Figure 4. - Saltating Sand Flux (ref. 61 ). 
3.3 Gravitational Field 
The gravitational field potential U is expressed in terms o f  fourth degree spherical harmonic 
expansions (refs. 19 and 105 ) 
Snm sin mX 1 I 
where the coefficients Jn . S,,,, and C, are listed in table 2,  and where 
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r = radius vector to  an arbitrary point 
R = mean equatorial radius (corresponding to  3394 km for th? coefficients in table 2) 
GM = gravitational constant p in table 1 
Prim = associated Legendre polynomials 
0 = latitude 
X = longitude (degrees east) Z 
NORTH 
The gravitational acceleration g at an arbitrary point P(r, A, 0 )  is obtained from the partial 
derivative of the gravitational potential function by the equation 
Table 2 
Coefficients in Gravitational Potential Function 
I Coefficient' Value (factor = ) Coefficient Value (factor = ) 
'The coefficients C P I ,  and SPI are tokerb to be zero in the expmcion (refa. 84 and 961. 
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3.4 Magnetic Field 
From Mariner 4, 6, and 7 magnetometer measurements it is inferred that the equatorial 
surface nlagnetic field is less than 2007. 
3.5 Terrain Properties 
3.5.1 Morphology 
Four classes of units are recognized on Mars: (1) primitive cratered terrain, (2 )  sparsely 
cratered volcanic aeolian plains, (3) circular radially symmetric volcanic constructs such as 
shield volcanoes, domes, and craters, and (4) tectonic erosional units such as chaotic and 
channel deposits. A generalized geological map which delineates 111ese units between the 
latitudes 65 S and 65 N is shown in figure 5. 
3.5.2 Elevation 
Recent topographic estimates that have been derived from occultation, radar, spectral, and 
optical measurements show a range of elevations from 4 km below the mean surface in 
Hellas depression to  an altitude of 28 km on Olympus Mons as shown in figure 6. 
Local elevation contours of selected regions having substantial relief and of geological intrr- 
est are shown in figures 7a, b, c (USGS, upgraded versions of the photomaps in ~ e f .  113). 
Figure 7a shows Olympus Mons, the largest of the Martian shield volcanoes. The structure is 
approximately 600 km across and is located at 1 8'N, 134"W. Figure 7b  shows Pavonis Mons 
(Middle Spot). It is another shield volcano located at ION, 1 13'W and is about 400 km 
across. Figure 7c shows a portion of a 4800 km long canyon system called Valles Marineris 
at about 8's and 84'W. 
3.5.3 Mean Slope and Cumulative Frequency 
The variation of mean Martla11 slope (Y with base length L is shown in figure 8. The variation 
of slopc a about the mean slope can be determined from the cumulative frequency function 
where N represents the fraction of slopes steeper than angle a.  
3.5.4 Power Spectral Density 
Power spectral density models recommended for Mars are presented in figure 9 as derived 






SLOPE LENGTH, L (m) 
Figure 8. - Mean Surface Slope (ref. 61 1. 
block can be considered as one having a ratio o f  its longest dimension to its shortest 
dimension in the range 1 : 1 to  5 :  1 .  Block surfaces may be rounded or rectangular, and they 
may be pitted, eroded, or vesiculated. 
3.6.2 Frequency 
Cumulative numbers of craters and blocks are shown in figures 10 and 1 1 
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TOPOGRAPHIC UNDULATION FREQUENCY, f (cycleslm) 
Figure 9. - Surface Roughness - Power Spectral Density vs. Surface Wave 
Frequency (R. J. Pike, USGS). 
CRATER DIAMETER, D (km) 
Figure 10. - Cumulative Number of Craters. 
Minimum (Smooth Mrre)  
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BLOCK DIAMETER, D (m) 
Figure 11. - Cumulative Number of Blocks 
3.7 Soil Properties 
3.7 .I Composition 
The near-surface materials of Mars can be considered to be basaltic in composition with 60 f 
10 percent SiO, except where there are extensive deposits of carbon dioxide. Reflectivity 
data indicates that the surface contains varying amounts of limonite, hematite, geothite, 
montmorillonite and other impurities through chemical weathering and oxidation of the 
basalt. 
3.7.2 Soil Models 
Martian data imply the surface contains a variety of soil types just as on Earth. As a result, 
five different models are used ta  encompass the possible types of Martian soils. 
The nominal Martian soil is considered to be the same as the average lunar soil. The four 
additional soil models are: loess, dune sand, lag gravel, and hard rock. Combinations of these 
five models may exist. For example, a layer of loess or sand overlaying rock. Recommended 
values for selected soil parameters are listed in table 3 for the five soil models. Cumulative 
particle size distributions are shown in figure 12. 
3.7.3 Soil Penetration Resistance 
The penetration resistance of the lunar nominal soil ranges from about 1 to 6 N/cm2 /cm 
(ref. 97). The lower limit of this range can be considered to be representative of Martian 
loess and the upper limit to be representative of dune sand. 
On the basis of theories like those in reference 141, estimates of the soil static bearing 
capacity of the soil can be made with the soil parameters listed in table 3. (The static 
bearing capacity of the soil generally has the characteristic that a small additional load 
suddenly produces a large increase in penetration.) 
3.7.4 Moisture Content 
Although Martian data clearly indicate the presence of water vapor in the atmosplure, it is 
not expected that liquid water will be common or necessarily exist on the surface. The most 
likely location of liquid water, although theoretically not stable, would be in thermally- 
protected areas such as caves, fissures, and voids in the Martian soil where the temperature is 
above freezing and the total ambient pressure is greater than the equilibrium vapor pressure 
at that temperature. 
Exchange of moisture between the atmosphere and surface material is expected. Laboratory 
and theoretical studies suggest that surface material may contain up to !4 of 1 percent by 
weight of H2 O.* 
*F. P. Fanale and W. A. Cannon, "H20 and C02  Exchange on Mars . .  .", 3. Geophys. Res., vol. 79, no. 






















































































































































































































































































Figure 12. - Pa:ticle Size Distribution of Soil Modds 
3.8 Thermal Properties 
3.8.1 Surface Temperature 
The theoretical annual variation of minimum and maximum surface temperatures over the 
entire planet are show; i.; figures 13 and 14. The temperatures were computed from a 
nathematical model developed by H. H. Kieffer* from thermal properties and temperatures 
based on Martian data. No attempt was made in the development of the model to represent 
temperature gradients precisely at the edge of the polar cap. As a result, the large tempra-  
t u n  changes at the polar cap boundaries are only representative of the actual temperature 
variation. Figures 13 and 14 correspond to  an emissivity r = 1.00. bolometric albedo AM = 
0.25 and thermal inertia 1 = 0.0065 cal/cm2 S1'* K. The variation of minimum and maxi- 
*Figurn 13 through 17 were developed by Hugh H. Kkf* of UCLA; this work w u  used in establihiq e~ ineer ing  
models for the Viking Project. 
MART IAN MONTHS 
0 2 4 6 8 10 
0 60 120 160 240 300 
HELIOCENTRIC LONGITUDE (dog) 
Figure '13. - Annual Variation of Minimum Global Surface Temperatun in Degrees K for 
I = 0.0086 ullcm2 sl" K, AW = 0.25 and e = 1.00. 
mum temperatclres for other values of I, e, and Abol can be estimated from the diurnal 
variations of surface temperature shown in figures 15 and 16. 
Figure 15' shows the diurnal temperature variation at the equator for four values of thermal 
inertia for e 1.00 and Abol = 0.25 when Man is at a zero heliocentric longitude. Figure 16 
*F- 13 through 11 ware developed by Hugh H. Kbffar of UCLA; thls work war u a d  in wlMirhlq wyinsrrin( 
mobcls for the VPrin# Project. 
MARTIAN MONTHS 
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 
HELIOCENTRIC LONGITUDE, Ls (-1 
Figure 14. - Annual Variation of Maxin~um Global Surface Temperature in Degrees K for 
I = 0.0065 cal/cm2 s1I2 K, Abol = 0.25 and e = 1 .W. 
shows the diurnal temperature variation corresponding to, the 0.0065 thermal inertia curve 
in figure 15 when e ranges betwe~n 0.90 and 1.00 and Abol ranges betwecn 0.25 and 0.35. 
The upper boundary corresponds to Abol = 0.25, e = 0.90, while the lower boundary 
corresponds to Abol 0.35, E = 1.00. 


3.8.2 Subsurface Temperature 
The variation of subsurface temperature. along.the equator is shown in figure 17* for the 
first 15 cm of depth. These temperatures correspond to I = 0.0065 cal/cm2 S1'* K ,  6 = 1.00, 
A,, = 0.25. 
1m 200 220 240 260 
TEMPERATURE (K) 
Figure 17. - Equatorial Subsurface Temperature for the Beginning of Northern Spring, 
I = 0.0065 cal/cm2 s1I2 K, Abo, = 0.25 and E = 1.00. 
*Figures 13 through 17 were developed by Hugh H. Kieffer of UCLA; this work was used in establishing engineering 
models for the Viking Roject 
3.8.3 TheCmal Parameters 




I Thermal Conductivity, k (calls cm K) 1 2 ~ 1 O - ~ t 0 2 x 1 0 - ~  1 
1 
Specific Heat, c (callg K) 0.15 to 0.19 
#- 
; Emissivity, e (dimensionless) 0.90 to 0.98 
Thermal Inertia, I ( 10-3 cal/cm2 sl/* K) 4 to 10 
I Bolometric Albedo, Ab,, (dimensionless) I 0.2 to 0.4 I 
3.9 Electrical Properties 
3.9.1 Dielectric Constant 
Ranges for the dielectric constant E ,  and loss tangent, tan 6, are given in table 5. 
Table 5 
Electrical Properties of Soil and Rocks 
Parameter Value Soil ! ~ocks  
. 
Dielectric constant, E 1 to3  7 to 9 
Loss tangent, tan 6 0.005 to 0.05 0.01 to 0.10 
3.10 Optical Properties 
The surface spectral radiance is expressed in reference 6 1 as 
where 
N = surface spectral radiance (watts/cm2 - steradian) 
Es = solar irradiance at Mars (watts/cm2 ) 
r,(i;+y) = spectral transmission of atmosphere = exp ( r / c o s  i) (dimensionless) 
rh(e;y) = spectral transmission of atmosphere = exp (-ylcos e) (dimensionless) 
p, = surface normal spectral albedo (dimensionless) 
+y = atmospheric optical thickness (dimensionless) 
The photometric function cP(i,e,cr,h) is given in section 3.10.2 in terms of the angles shown 
in figure 18. In the figure, i and e are the angles of incidence and emergence measured 
between the surface normal line and the incidence and emergence rays, respectively, and cw is 
the angle in the plane containing the incident and emitted rays (the phase plane). The great 
circle passing through the point N, and perpendicular t o  the phase plane, intercepts the 
phase plane at N'. The two factors T, (i;y) and T, (e;y) account for the loss of light through 
the atmosphere. If the point of observation is on the surface. the factor exp (--y/cos e) is set 
equal t o  unity. Observations from orbit require both factors to account for the loss in the 
incident and emergence light rays. Recommended values for the optical thickness y are 
listed in reference 61 over the wavelength range 0.25 to  0.50 pm. The values listed imply 7 = 
0.006 It 0.004 is a reasonable range for the wavelength range of validity of the photometric 
3.10.1 Photometric Function 
The photometric function (valid w e r  the a ,pproximate range h = 0.42 t 
expressed in terms of the angles shown in figure 18 as 
@(i,e,a) = cos i (1 + a, + a,)(cos i + cos e) [(l + a, cos a) f (i,e,a;a,) + a,(cos i + cos e)] 
function given in section 3.10.1. 
I 
where a, = 0.55, a, = 0.60, a, = 0.18 are empirical parameters that depend on properties of 
the surface, and where 
in which 
4a2(1 + cos a) 
P = 3 sin a tf' 
.C*.l. *.- 
na2 (cos i + cos e)[cos 6 + cos (a - S)] cos 
v = 
sin cw cos i cos e 
- (COS i + cos e)cos 6 cos (a  - 6)cos I) 
- [cos 6 + cos (a  - 6)] cos i cos e 




Figure 18. - Geometrical Parameters in Photometric Function. 
3.10.2 Al b d o  
Spectral albedo values are listed in table 6 and plotted in figure 19. 
Table 6 
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Figure 19. - Estimates of Mars Surface Normal Spectral Albedo (from Binder, Ref. 61). 
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APPENDIX A 
SYMBOLS 
Bond albedo (dimensionless) 
semi-major axes of ellipsoids defining Martian geoid 
bolometric albedo (dimensionless) 
observed radiance of the surface (cd/m2 ) 
radiance of a white screen parallel with the surface (cd/m2 ) 
radiance of a white screen oriented normal to incident rays (cd/m2! 
cohesion of soil (N/cm2 ), or specific heat (cal/gK) 
block or  crater diameter (m) 
emission angle, Figure 18, (deg) 
solar constant (cal/cm2 Imin) 
solar luminosity constant (lm/m2 ) 
surface wave frequency (cycleslm), or dynamical flattening (dimensionless) 
gravitational acceleration (m/s2 ), or the photometric function parameter 
(dimensionless) 
incidence angle, Figure 18, (deg) or the mathematical quantity ,I' . 
thermal inertia (cal/cm2 s1I2 K) 
thermal conductivity (W/cm*K), or coefficient in cumulative crater frequency 
equation (number/m2 ) 
Martian surface base length (m) 
heliocentric longitude (deg) 
exponent in cumulative crater frequency equstion (dimensionless) 
8 -. 
fraction of surface slopes steeper than angle cr 
cumulative frequency distribution of blocks or craters larger than diameter D 
(numberlsquare meter) 
slope frequency probability density function (dimensionless) 
planet radius (m) 
planet mean equatorial radius (m) 
surface temperature (K) 
equatorial brightness temperature (K) 
gravitational potential function (km2 Is2 ) 
surface wind drag veloclty defined by Bagnold in Reference 59 (m/s) 
minimum velocity to  initiate motion of particles on the surface, Bagqold 
parameter (mls) 
local Martian slope (deg) or, phase angle in Figure 18 (deg) 
mean Martian slope (deg) 
1ati:ude (deg) 
unit magnetic field (dimertsionless), or optical thickness (dimensionless) 
angle in Figure 18 (deg) 
loss tangent (dimensionless) 
dielectric constant (dimensionless), or emissivity (dimensionless) 
real part of dielectric constant (dimensionless) 
imaginary part of dielectric constant (dimensionless) 
longitude of X axis which has a semi-major axis A (deg) 
wavelength (meters), or selenographic longitude (deg) 
Stefan-Boltzmann constant = 5.74 X lo-' W/mZ K4 , or  standard devia- 
tion of slope frequency distribution (deg) 
soil density (g/cm3 ) or, radiance factor (dimensionless) 
PO normal albedo (dimensionless) 
4 latitude (deg), soil friction angle (deg), or angle in Figure 18 (deg) 
@(i,ep;h) photometric function (dimensionless) 
C1 selenographic latitude (deg) or gravitational constant, GM (km3 Is2) 
9 angle in Figure 18 (deg) 
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Angstrom, A - A unit used to express the wavelength of light (1  A = 10'lOm). 
Annual - Refers t o  the variation of a parameter during one revolution of the planet (yearly I 
variation). , - .  1 
! ,  
AU - Astronomical Unit, a distance equal t o  the average distance from the Sun to  the Earth c (1.495979 x 1 O8 km). ; 
Blackbody - An ideal body which is in complete thermodynamic equilibrium with its sur- 
roundings and radiates energy according to  Planck's law. 
Bolometric albedo - The bond albedo weighted over wavelengths by the solar flux (ref. 19). 
Bond albedo - A measure of the reflectivity of a planet. It is the ratio of the total amount 
of sunlight reflected from the body in all directions to  the amount falling upon the , 
body. 
Brightness temperature - The temperature d a blackbody that gives off the same radiant 
power at the particular wavelength as computed from the Planck equation. 
Cohesion - A term used in soil mechanics t o  express the attractive force per unit area 
between soil grains. 
Dielectric constant - The ratio of the permittivity ( E )  of a material to  the free space value 
( E ~ ) .  This ratio is normally referred to  as the relative or effective dielectric constant. 
Diurnal - Refers to the variation of a parameter during one rotation of the planet (daily 
variation). 
Flattening, f - A measure of the shape of a planet. Flattening is the difference between the 
mean equatorial diameter and polar diameter divided by the mean equatorial diameter. 
Geometric albedo - The brightness of the surface divided by the brightness of a Lambert 
surface having the same inclination as the surface. 
Heliocentric longitude - The a ~ g l e  to the planet as measured from the point in orbit where 
the Sun is in the zenith m d  moving northward, i.e., the beginning of spring in the 
Northern Hemisphere (see ref. 19). 
Isophote - A line of equal or constant brightness. 
Lambert surface - A surface which emits luminance flux at a rate proportional to  the cosin: 
of the angle between the surface normal and the direction of observation. 
Loss tangent - The capacity of a material t o  transmit en electromagnetic wave. Transmis- 
sion distance increases with a decreasing value of the loss tangent. 
Luminance longitude - The angle of observation projected onto the phase plane, see Figure 
18. 
Millibar, mb - A unit of atmospheric pressure ( I  bar = 1 O6 dynes/cm2 ) 
Normal albedo - The brightness ~f the surface divided by the brightness of a Lambert 
surface (white screen) when observer and illuminator are located along the same nor- 
mal vector. 
Photoclinometry - The process of relating the measured brightness seen in a photograph t o  
the viewing and lighting gesmetry, and the surface pi~otometric funclion t o  obtain 
slope information. 
Photometric function - The function relating refrectance properties of the surface t o  the 
viewing direction, solar illumination direction, and surface orientation. 
Polarized light - A light beam in which the waves are all vibrating in a single plane. 
Power spectral density (PSD) - A mathematical description of surface roughness expressed 
in terms of the mean square heights and lengths of a continuous distribution of har- 
monic surface undulations. 
Radiance factor - Ratio of observed radiance of a point on the surface t o  the radiance of a 
white screen placed normal to  the incident solar rays. 
Relief - Total vertical rise of a surface feature, e.g., bottom of crater t o  top of rim. 
Revolution - The orbital motion of a planet aound the Sun. 
Rim height - Heigh: of crater rim above local surface plane. 
Rotatio. - The turning of a planet on its axis. 
Seeing - A term used by astronomers t o  describe the visual appearance of a star of planet as 
affected by atmospheric conditions. 
Solar Constant - Thc amount of radiant energy received from the Sun at the upper limits of 
the planet's atmosphere per unit time and unit surface area. (The solar "constant" 
actually varies slightly with time. Valucs quoted are estimates of the average value over 
the time interval of ~r te res t . )  
Steradian - Solid angle subtended at the center of a sphere by an area on the surface equal 
to the square of the radius of the sphere. (The total solid angle about a point is 4n 
steradians.) 
Subsolar point - The point on Mars where the Sun is at the zenith. 
'Terminator - The line that separates the illuminated and unilluminated portions of a planet. 
Thermal inertia - A measure of the resistivity or resistance of a maisrial to  a change in 
temperature. i i 
Thermal parameter - The inverse of the thermal inertia. 
Triple point - A point on the pressure-temperature phase diagram of a subsiance in which 
sclid, liquid and vapor phases may all three co-exist in eq~~ilibrium with one another. 
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1 . f  SP-8005 Solar Electromagnetic Radiation, revised May 197 1 
Models of Mars' Atmosphere ( 1074) revised Dwcmbcr 1074 
Models of Venus Atmosphere (1972).  revised September 1972 
Meteoroid Environment Model- 1969 (Near Earth to  Lunar Surface), 
March 1969 
Magnetic Fields- Earth and Extraterrestrial, March 1969 
Surface Models of Mars ( I  975), revised September 1975 
Models of Earth's Atmosphere (90  to 2500 km),  revised March 1973 
Lunar Surface Models, May 1969 
Assessment and Control of Spacecraft Magnetic Fields, September 
1970 
Meteoroid Environment Model- 1970 (Interplanetary and Planetary), 
October 1970 
The Earth's Ionosphere, March 197 1 
Earth Albedo and Emitted Radiation. July 197 1 
The Planet Jupiter ( l970),  December 197 1 
Surface Atmospheric Extremes (Launch and Tra~lsporta l~on Areas), 
revised June 1974 
The Planet Mercury ( I97 1 ). March 1972 
The Planet Saturn ( l970),  June 1972 
Assessment and Control of Spacecraft Electromagnetic Interfereme, 
June 1972 
The Planets Uranus, Nepture, and Pluto ( 197 1 ), November ! 972 
SP-8 1 0 5  Spacecraft Thermal Control, May 1973 
SP-8 1 1 1 Assessment and Control of Electrostatic Charges. May 1974 
SP-8 1 1 6 The Earth's Trapped Radiation Belts, March, 1975 
SP-8 1 17 Gravlty Ficids of ' the  Solar System, April 1'175 




Buffeting During Atmospheric Ascent, revised November 107G 
Flight-Loads Measurements During Launch anti Exit, revised June 
1972 
Flutter, Buzz, and Ilivergence, July 1964 
Panel Flutter. revised June 1971 
Local Steady Aerodynamic Loads During Launch and Exit. May 
1965 
Bucklirlg of Thin-Walled Circular Cylinders, revised August 1368 
Prelaunch Ground Wind Loads, November 1965 
Propellant Slosh Loads, August I968 
Natural Vibratjon Modal Ana 'ws .  September I 9 O X  
Entry Thermal Protectwn. August 196X 
Bwkling of Thin-Walled Truncated Concs. Septcrnher i 968 
Staging Loads, February 1969 
Aerodynamic and Rocket-Exhaust Heating During Launch and 
Ascent. May 1969 
Slosh Suppression. May 19h9 
Buckling of Thin-Walled Iloubly Curved Shells, August 1969 
Wind Loads During Ascent, June 1970 
Fracture Control of Metallic Pressure Vessels, May 19?0 
Meteoroid Drrnage Assessment, May 1970 
Design-Development testing, May 1970 
Qualification testing, May 1970 
Acceptance testing, April 1970 
Landing Impact Attenuation for Non-Surf'acc-Planing Landers, 
April 1970 
Structural Vibration Prcdiction, June 1970 
Nuclear and Space Radiation Effccts on Materials. June 1970 
Space Radiation Protection. June 1970 
Prcvention of Coupled Structure-Propulsion Instability (Pogo), 
October 1970 
Flight Separation Mechanisms. October 1970 
Structural Design Critcria Applicable to a Space Shuttle, revised 
March 1972 
Compartrncnt Venting, Novcmbcr 1970 
Interaction with Umblicals and Launch Stand, August 1970 
Entry Gasc'ynamic Heating, January 197 1 
Lubricstion, Friction, and Wear, Jurw 1971 
Deployable Aerodynamic Deceleration Systems, June 197 1 
Buckling Strength of Structural Plates. June 197 1 
Acoustic Loads Generated by the Pmpulsion System, June 197 1 
Transportation and Handling Loads, September 197 1 
Structural Interaction with Control Systems, November 197 1 
Stress-Corrosion Cracking in Metals, August 197 1 
Discontinuity in Metallic Pressure Vessels, November 197 1 
SP-8095 Preliminary Criteria for the Fracture Control of Space Shuttle Struc- 
tures, June 197 1 
SP-8099 Combining Ascent I,oads, May 1972 
GUIDANCE AND CONTROL 
Guidance a !d Navigation for Entry Vehicles. November 1968 
Effects of Structural Flexibility on Spacecraft Control Systemg, 
April 1969 
Spacecraft Magnetic Torques, Much 1969 
Spacccraft Gravitational Torques. May 1969 
Spacecraft Star Trackers, July lY7O 
Spacecraft Radiation Torques, October 1969 
Entry Vehicle Control, November 1969 
Spacecraft Earth Horizon Sensors, December 1969 
Spacecraft Mass Expulsion Torques, December 1969 
Effects o i  Structural Flexibility on Launch Vehicle Control Systems, 
February 1970 
Srr..cectaft Sun Sensors, June 1970 
Spacecraf': Aerodynamic 'Torques, January 197 1 
Spacecraft Attitude Control Dtrring Thrusting Maneuvers, February 
1971 
Tubular Spacecraft Booms (Extendible, Reel Stored), February 197 1 
Spaceborne Digital Computer Systems, March 197 l 
Passive GravityCradient Libration Dampers, February 197 1 
Spacecraft Solar Cell Arrays, May 197 i 
Spaceborne Zlectronic Imaging Systems. June 197 1 
Space Vehicle Displays Design Criteria, March 1972 
3P-8008 1:ff:c.t~ o f  Strr l i t i~rd l;le\ibility on llntsj' Vchick Colrtrol Systems. 
Ju~re  I977 
SP-8 I02 Space ~ e 1 1 h : l ~  Accelerometer Applications. December 1972 
CHEMICAL PROPULSION 
Solid Rocket Motor Metal C~SCS, April 1970 
Solid Rocket Motor Perforni,mce Analysis and Prediction. May 197 1 
Captive-Fired Testing of Solid Rocket Motors. March 197 1 
Liquid Rocket Fngire Turbopunip Bearing, March 197 1 
Solid Rocket Motor Ignitzrs, March 197 1 
Liquid Rocket llnginu Turbopi~mp Inducers. May 197 1 
Solid fropcllant Sekction and Characterization. June 1971 
Scli 1 Propellant Grain Structi~ral Integrity Analysis, June 1973 
So'id Propellant Processing Factors in Rocket hlotor Design. October 
1971 
Solid Propellant Grain Design and ~nternal Bullistics. hliircli 1971 
Liqui(l KocLet Prcssurc Regulators. Kelief V;ilves. Check Valves, 
Bursr I"sks. and ~.:xplosivc Valves. March 1973 
~ i q i d  Propellant Gas Generators. March 1972 
Liquid Pocket Engine Fluid-Cooled Combustion Clianibers, April 
19; 2 
Liquid Rocket Metal Tanks and Tank Co~iiponents, May I974 
Liquid Rocket Actuators and Operators, May 1973 
L~quid Rocket Valve Components. Ai~gust 1973 
Liquid Rocket Valve Assemblies, November 1973 
Liquid Kockzt Engine Turbopump Gearc, March 1974 
Liquid Rocket Engtnc Turbopunip Shafts and Coupli~~;., September 
1971 
I iquid Rocket Engine Turbines, January 1974 
